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The unknown is an abstraction; the known, a desert; but what is half-known, half-
seen, is the perfect breeding ground for desire and hallucination. 

— Juan Jose Saer (1990, 10)
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PREFACE

A curiosity in cross disciplinary design methods and how each affect each 
other, others, and myself while designing was the core driver for this thesis. My 
fascination with the paradigm of the act of drawing led me to look at this process 
in a multitude of ways, initiated by learning about an old viewing device called 

a stereoscope. It was this inquisitive interest that began a 
rhizomatic path toward the unknown. 

The site Matiu/Somes Island and its contentious political 
and social history have been considered in my research as a 
vehicle for testing ideas, particularly in the selection of the 
programme, because the architecture on the island addresses 
the indeterminate nature of building function within tourism, 
in an explorative sense. 

The series of zigzagging experimentations through a multitude of 
traditional and alternative media, set up a critical framework for 
reflecting upon architectural knowledge.

01. Robotic-arm
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ABSTRACT

This design research project explores the generative possibilities of 
composite drawing techniques. By engaging with the act of drawing, 
through interdisciplinary media, creative morphs and shifts are activated 
that destabilise otherwise known conditions. This work explores the 
restraints, transformative embodiment and latent opportunities promoted 
by designing across different media platforms. The intention is to use 
drawing as a resource of design uncertainty. As a beginning point, 
the project looks at Nat Chard and Perry Kulper’s design methods 
as catalogued in Fathoming the Unfathomable (2014). Their analytical 
techniques are tested through the author’s own speculative drawings, 
in a series of explorations into key themes and ideas around perception, 
politics and bicultural division. Through the use of analogue and hybrid 
digital technologies, these drawings attempt to parallel their work yet 
deflect it, as a way to speculate, also in parallel, on this emergent and 
speculative architectural mode of thinking. This research is through 
three scales of project: a one to one installation, a small house and a 
network of public retreat lodges. The projects are designed to lead on 
from one another and to use various shifts in representation, scale and 
a progressively complex programme, as productive research vehicles. 
Uncertainties discovered in the installation - through a mix of agency 
between intra-related techniques - were extended in the following 
projects, sited on Nga Mokopuna and Matiu/Somes Islands in 
Wellington harbour, Te Whanganui-a-Tara, New Zealand. The drawing 
out of intangible characteristics is meshed with the inevitable authorship 
of the drawer and the feedback of the drawing medium, be it analogue, 
digital, or robotic. Through an iterative process of making and drawing, 
in a range of techniques, indeterminate conditions in a fraught subject 
are extrapolated. This provides a way of understanding such complexities 
and allowing them to fuse with the act of drawing, resulting in uniquely 
charged spatial outcomes.

OPPOSITE:
03. Yachting in the channel between Matiu/

Somes and Nga Mokopuna Islands 1887
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INTRODUCTION

David Antin’s definition in the mid seventies of poetry as “the language of art” 
a form of discourse which rather than “saying one thing and meaning something 
else” returns to the literal but with the recognition that phenomenological 
reality is itself “discovered” and “constructed” by poets. 

 — Marjorie Perloff (1999, 35)

I am interested in the way in which ideas manifest with and/or into things, 
how ideas can be embodied in materials and processes, also in the way 
the act of drawing and making can extrapolate out this relationship with 
heterogeneous design techniques to critique an interstitial indeterminate 
faculty within architecture. However, architecture tends to be expected 
to be the converse of this – determinate, stable and legible, this lends to 
developing architectural knowledge that is already known.  

This thesis seeks to test and develop an understanding of the relationship 
between indeterminacy and architecture. Indeterminacy in architecture 
is something most designers discover at some point in a project, 
however tend to try to resist it by working around it or taking another 
direction. Like the missing link theory in human evolution, this was 
an indeterminate transmutation that fostered a civilization. This area 
of architectural thinking can hold the potential to create unique spatial 
conditions, Kulper affirms this by stating “Nuanced misalignments, 
approximate thoughts and imperfect moments are made to resist fixing 
normative figuration, rather offering alternative relational and spatial 
possibilities.” (Kulper 63). To recognise these discontinuous breaks 
and incomplete or changing information, I believe it is essential to use 
tacit knowledge and insight. Philosopher Michael Polanyi describes 
this thought process as “knowing more than we can tell” (Polanyi 4), 
here Polanyi highlights intuition as the key to understanding complex 
intellectual domains, such as the engagement with the realm of the 
indeterminate in architecture. 

The design-research is narrowed by seeking out the disciplinary strategy 
of articulating indeterminate conditions, concentrating on comprehensive 
research done by a number of key architects, considering design as a 
potential solution.

CHAPTER 01

OPPOSITE:
05. Refracted Grid Indexes
Generative digital modelling, studying surface 
manipulation through refraction.
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Instead of attempting to locate an artefact within pre-
established epistemological structures, this research is 
the building up of a body of work, treated as a thing 
which is examined for its ontological possibility. 
Murray Fraser supports this methodology, stating 
that “the creative process forms the pathway (or part 
of it) through which new insights, understanding and 
products come into being” (Fraser 143). Architectural 
writer Jane Rendell backs the importance of this, 
stating that “A practice that questions the context 
and/or reflects on its own methods may produce new 
knowledge” (Rendell 144). This method produces 
‘things’ which are studied in the field of architecture, 
and examine the way they present themselves, instead 
of assuming that they represent or signify something 

else. Rather than placing the 
work into a given theory of 
knowledge, the theory of 
understanding is derived, 
or emerges from the thing. 
This research develops 
methods for interrogating 
instances of indeterminate 
exception within architecture 
through the design of 
three experiments: a video 
installation, a memorial 
house and an infrastructure 
of public lodging. Shifting 

between scales and propositions surrounding space, 
occupation and materiality. Each of the respective 
experiments built on tacit knowledge from the prior, 
the perspectival experience of the installation being a 
precursor for the domestic and public scale buildings.
The strategy in this research was to explore various 
modes of methodologies performed in a curated 
process of drawing and making, in order to construct 

tacit knowledge about indeterminate conditions in 
architecture. This experimental approach opened 
a critical platform in which indeterminate results 
could be gained, rather 
than  p re s c r ib ing 
a defined research 
proposition. Architect 
and researcher Nat 
Chard puts emphasis 
on this emergent course 
of action, describing it 
as a ‘way of working’, 
instead of the designing 
of a building, explaining, 
“it is a rehearsal for both 
the process of designing architecture but also the 
architecture itself ” (Chard 64). The methods ‘research 
for design’ (Downton 16) and ‘research through 
design’ (Downton 123) were used concurrently, 
whereby the proposition was analysed and developed 
through the act of designing and situating, 
implicating the author and the audience through 
interpretation and perception. Chard explains this 
research method as “drawing as exploration of itself 
and (in parallel) drawing as the dissection of action” 
(5).  This moves away from the notion 
of ‘testing’ to justify something in the 
experimentation process (Downton 
17). Instead the research is identified 
through a form of tacit knowledge, 
where the ideas themselves are the 
test bed for the design, where “ideas 
are augmented through an emerging 
visual field of study that is discovered in the act of 
constructing drawings” (Kulper 59). Creative practice 
and explorative ideas were developed through the 
physical act of drawing and making, where conceptual 

06. ‘Making’ 
Assembling a 
site model of 
Matiu/Somes 
Island.

08. Robotic-arm
Containing three 

servomechanisms 
that control four 

pivoting joints, used 
in conjunction with 

analogue drawing, while 
adding indeterminate 

constraints.

07.  Photogrammetry 
Scanning of iterative 

sketch models.

CONTINGENT METHODS
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12. Automated 
Drawing

ABOVE MIDDLE:
10. Automated Drawing 
CNC machine site drawing experiment.
ABOVE BOTTOM:
11. Holmes Stereoscope
Nineteenth Century 3D viewing apparatus.

09. Subtractive 
Modelling 
Conceptual mass model 
iteration made of XPS 
modelling foam.

themes and speculative constructions were worked 
through to have a presence and agency, projecting 
the ideas embodied in the things that were made. 
Appropriate media and processes were invented 
around the relationship with the thing and the ideas, 
with theoretical research and site history being used 
to develop the design.

A multitude of alternating methods were used to 
explore ideas, while developing creative practices 
through the made and the drawn, shifting between 
2d and 3d, analogue and digital. Each shift had 
an influence on the line of enquiry, producing 

unique outcomes. The reason for 
this constant shifting in techniques 
was to not settle on an antiquated 
process, instead constantly moving 
through methods to tease out how 
this sequence could unlock potential 
latencies in the design, adding more 
depth to the ideas being worked 
on. Perry Kulper explains this use 
of techniques and design methods, 
outlining that, “tailoring them to 
explore a fit between what is being 
worked on, when it is being worked 
on and how it is being worked on – 
in the quest for a ‘relational synthesis’ 
” (Kulper 59).

The work was initiated through 
drawing, across various media and 
technological platforms i.e CNC 
machine, robotic-arm and digital 
tablet. Drawing restraints were 
implemented by a robotic-arm, where 
coding and physical limits were 

parameterized. The use of CNC machine provided 
a degree of automatism, in where observations 
could only be made to interpret the idea, while the 
machine drew. Various ways of making were also 
employed by hand and machine craft i.e 3d printing, 
laser cutting, and parametric modelling. Alternating 
between drawing and making worked in favour of 
keeping the ideas active 
with how the they were 
being worked on. Other 
techniques explored were: 
perspectival - stereoscopy, 
photogrammetry, shift in 
scale, content-to-form, 
composite drawing, 
appropriation, metaphoric 
means, allegory, analogic, 
form to program, index, 
narrative, and gestural 
interpretation. The 
number and variance of 
methods used for the 
projects were extensive, 
which was the impetus for 
the research, “knowledge gained from these methods 
helps to strengthen design dexterity, increasing the 
effectiveness of each project” (Chard 24).
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13. Installation 1:1 Scale

14. Kim Lee’s Memorial House Domestic Scale

15. Retreat Lodging Public Scale
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THESIS STRUCTURE

The structure of this thesis is set out in a sequential order, which progressively builds 
on a body of work developed through design-led research. The thesis contains eight 
chapters, which document, describe and reflect on the design work.

Chapter 01	
Introduction

Chapter 02  
Literary Context: Indeterminate Territories – establishes the theoretical context for 
understanding how indeterminacy can operate within architecture, and how this 
emerging concept within architectural practice and discourse is being responded 
to ‘in the round’. This chapter addresses key writers across art and architectural 
disciplines.

Chapter 03  
Site Analysis: Matiu / Somes / Nga Mokopuna / Leper / Verboten Island – recounts 
the historical events of Matiu/Somes and Nga Mokopuna Islands. The physical 
landscape and geographical location are described, with the cynosure of much of 
New Zealand’s social and political history.

Chapter 04  
Case Studies – investigates four case studies to examine various methods and design 
approaches, which have engaged with indeterminacy. Including two prominent 
architectural researchers - Nat Chard and Perry Kulper, and two established highly 
innovative architects in practice - Greg Lynn and Mack Scogin Merrill Elam 
Architects.

Chapter 05  
Experiment Phase One – Installation – presents the initial line of enquiry in the form 
of a 1:1 installation. It examines how the user can be implicated in the construction 
of indeterminate spatial conditions.

Chapter 06  
Experiment Phase Two – Kim Lee’s Memorial House – investigates, through contingent 
practices of making and drawing, how Kim Lee may have occupied Nga Mokopuna 
Island.

Chapter 07  
Experiment Phase Three – Verboten Island – explores the divergence of further 
contingent methods, examining the in-between flux of Matiu/Somes and Nga 
Mokopuna Islands, as a larger test-bed for indeterminate architecture. New 
speculative spatial realms are designed to elicit an open interpretation, while 
operating as an active cultural agent in architecture.

Chapter 08  
Conclusion – addresses the three design outcomes with regard to how each project 
responded to the research question, and the impact of the research on the discipline. 
The architectural knowledge acquired is then summarized and reflected on critically, 
to identify the successes and limitations of the design outcomes.
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16. Fontana Mix 
The score for one 

of John Cage’s 
indeterminate 
compositions, 

1981.
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“As in scientific, so in cultural thought, indeterminacy fills the space 
between the will to unmaking (dispersal, deconstruction, discontinuity, 
etc.) and its opposite, the integrative will.”

 — Ihab Hassan (1987, 7)

This chapter provides a theoretical background for how 
indeterminacy can operate in architectural design. Theories 
concerning indeterminacy originated in the arts, which is where the 
use of the concept will initially be discussed. This chapter addresses 
how the condition can be employed to enrich the architectural 
discipline, while examining the writing of two prominent 
architectural writers on the subject, who are then discussed to 
establish how indeterminacy engages with architecture. The design 
strategies of two practicing architects were also examined, and their 
techniques analysed, to ascertain how they utilized indeterminate 
conditions to inform the architecture. To conclude, the examined 
theory and applied use of indeterminacy within architecture are 
reflected upon, to develop a way to position this in the design 
process.

UNPACKING INDETERMINACY

In recent thinking on indeterminacy it has emerged as an important 
concept in mid-twentieth century music, adopting the concept as 
a means of allowing the performer to interpret the composer’s 
intentionally contingent musical score, to explore indeterminate 
performance. I will use some key examples that illustrate how 
indeterminacy has been implemented, by: John Cage, Rem 
Koolhas, Nat Chard, Perry Kulper, Yeoryia Manolopoulou, Cedric 
Price, Herzog and de Meuron and SANAA. Composer John Cage 
advocated indeterminacy,  in “..bringing about the possibility 
of a unique form, which is to say a unique morphology of the 
continuity, a unique expressive content..” (Cage 35). Indeterminacy 
has since been used as a questioning device for uncertain structures, 

rendering the concept a critical tool in which artists and designers 
have continually developed to conduct experimentation in their 
work.

Architect and architectural theorist Rem Koolhaas, stated that 
design is not about “meticulous definition, the imposition of 
limits, but about expanding notions, denying boundaries, not 
about separating and identifying entities, but about discovering 
unameable hybrids” (Koolhaas 969). However, the profession rarely 
allows uncertain outcomes to be a focus of their design processes, 
to protect the professional body from external criticism. This could 
be because the discipline identifies itself with order, aligning with 
other disciplines such as surveying and engineering.  Architectural 
writer Jeremy Till  stated that, “architecture has avoided engagement 
with the uncertainties of the world through a retreat into an 
autonomous realm” (Till 5). Over recent decades the concept of 
indeterminacy in design has been acknowledged as a means of 
coping with increasing pluralistic programmatic requirements. 
Till argues that, although indeterminate conditions challenge the 
architect, “architecture is defined by its very contingency, by its very 
uncertainty in the face of these outside forces” (Till 1).

INDETERMINACY AND CHANCE

Depending on the project, indeterminacy and chance can be 
closely linked, although this is not always the case. To illustrate the 
difference between the two concepts - two musical compositions 
will be examined on the structure and intent of the composer.

CHANCE

John Cage’s ‘Music of Changes’ (1951) demonstrates how a musical 
score can be produced by the means of chance operations. The 
process that Cage used to create the score included applying chance 
decisions made in conjunction with the ancient Chinese text I 

INDETERMINATE TERRITORIES 
•	 Unpacking	Indeterminacy

•	 Indeterminacy	and	Chance

•	 Indeterminate	Architecture

•	 How	Architects	Employ	Indeterminacy

•	 Conclusion
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Ching. This explains how Cage used chance operations to direct 
the structure of the composition, although these operations are not 
available in the performance of the piece. Instead “the function 
of the performer in the case of the Music of Changes is that of 
a contractor who, following an architect’s blueprint, constructs a 
building” (Cage 36). What Cage appears to be alluding to here 
is that, even though the process that the composer went through 
to create the piece was done using the proponent of chance, the 
final outcome of the work is still ultimately determined, and the 
composition is prescriptive, therefore there will be very little 
difference from performance to performance. 

INDETERMINACY

In contrast, indeterminacy provides allowance for a piece to vary 
considerably from performance to performance. An example of an 
indeterminate piece is ‘The 4 Systems’ (1953) by Earle Brown. One 
to four players may perform the song. There is no formal score, nor 
solo ensemble, therefore no structure exists. The notation contains a 
series of rectangles varying in length and width, split into four parts. 
The shapes denote yet do not prescribe such attributes as relative 
time, interval and amplitude. Cage describes the high degree of 
indeterminacy of the piece, saying “the function of the performer 
or of each performer in the case of 4 Systems is that of making 
something out of a store of raw materials” (Cage 38). Options are 
given to the performer to play the piece in: any sequence, either 
side up, and at any tempo. Here the composer relinquishes creative 
control, where the piece has been setup to provide an interpretive 
framework for the player, for which indeterminate results are 
yielded.

Here, an example of how chance and indeterminacy can operate in 
music are examined to establish an understanding of how each can 
work conjointly through different stages of a project. It appears that 
Cage and Brown are attempting to disassemble the creative process, 

and the predictability involved in the writing and performance 
of a musical piece. This example provides me insight of how my 
design process can be carried out with the acceptance of chance, 
to destabalize the rigidity of accepted architectural conventions 
(e.g programme) to open the architecture up into ‘the unknown’, 
where the occupant is invited to engage with its meaning and 
define its purpose.

INDETERMINATE ARCHITECTURE

Architecture has existed as a profession for thousands of years 
however, much architectural research is based on disciplines that 
were formed around the late seventeenth to eighteenth centuries. 
The structure of these precedent research methods tend to lead the 
content of the research in a direction deviating from the essence of 
architecture (Chard 34). Architectural researcher Peter Downton 
criticizes the expectation of design research being conducted in 
an orderly manner, following a plan devised to give an intended 
outcome. He points out that this “is a convergent view of research 
whereas the truly inventive demand a divergent view – seeking 
of the unknown and unexpected” (Downton 6). Architect and 
researcher Bernard Tschumi argues that research and the design 
process should be more lateral, stating that “the ultimate pleasure 
of architecture lies in the most forbidden parts of the architectural 
act, where limits are perverted and prohibitions are transgressed. 
The starting point of architecture is distortion”(Tschumi 91). The 
following discussion enquires into the work of two researchers 
- Nat Chard and Perry Kulper, and two architects - Yeoryia 
Manolopoulou and Cedric Price, investigating how they place and 
utilize indeterminacy in their experiments and practice. Through 
engagement with the content, the designers insights will be 
examined in the context of the thesis research question: 
How might contingent design techniques engage with indeterminate 
conditions to have a cultural agency for architecture?
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Architect, artist and academic, Professor Nat Chard 
is a pivotal figure in this research, as his work 
challenges architecture through indeterminacy. His 
meticulous experimental work “results in a landscape 
of possible new worlds where body and consciousness 
are concurrently implicated, where the phenomenon 
of this experience inhabits the space of avant-garde 
cultural approaches” (Aquino 156).

Chard supports, “‘the uncanny’ – an intellectual 
uncertainty and how it relates to ‘the sublime’ – 
an existential uncertainty” (Chard 6). His book, 
‘Drawing Indeterminate Architecture, Indeterminate 
Drawings of Architecture’ (2005), along with his other 
preceding writings, make pertinent inquiries about 
how drawings transition into architecture and the 
relationship between the author and the observer 
with the drawing. Suggesting that the drawing could 
potentially support the sublime condition of “now” as 
espoused by philosopher Jean-François Lyotard. He 
states: “to draw indeterminate architecture I need to 
make indeterminate drawings of architecture”(Chard 

15). In order to achieve this, his 
technique involves analysing the 
body’s spatial relationship with 
the drawing, or “how the body 
becomes implicated in a drawing 
through our position relative to 
the picture plane”(Chard 15) (Fig. 
17). He believes that the picture 
plane can become more active 
and critical when manipulated 
directly and through ‘folding’, 
which various other disciplines 
have done so successfully, such 

as photographer Robert Rauschenberg’s ‘Untitled 
(Sue)’ photograms and artist Yves Klein’s ‘Blue 
Period’ (1960) paintings. This direct use of bodily 
engagement serves to “help illustrate the potential 
of the picture plane to become spatial beyond purely 
pictorial performance” (Chard 41). Chard suggests 
that this study of the world between pictorial-
material space in architecture is comparable to the 
drawing transitioning into spatiality, he advocates 
that this complex phenomenon is better understood 
through tacit knowledge.

PERRY KULPER

Architect and professor Perry Kulper has been 
instrumental in expanding the roles of representation 
and alternative methodologies in the production of 
architecture, especially in how they can further the 
conceptual range of architecture and cultural agency 
(Fig. 18, 19). He found influence 
in the likes of Merce Cunningham, 
Walter Gropius, Buckminster 
Fuller and Marcel Duchamp, who 
pioneered progressive methods of 
teaching and collaboration that 
paved the way for innovative 
conventions of artistic production.

Kulper’s publications ‘Alternating 
The Currencies’ (2009) and 
‘Withering Means’ (2013), argue 
that the current pedagogical 
models for methods which 
we use to design have become 
underexposed. Considering the 

19. Fast Twitch, Miniature + Hawks Perry Kulper, 2012
View from above displaying highly varied aspects and 

experimental nature of the design.

17. Anthropométrie de l’Époque Bleue Yves 
Klein, 1960. Female models were involved 
in the application of blue paint onto large 
vertical and horizontal canvases, the body 
directly creating the image therefore directly 
implicating it in the ‘act of making’.

18. Fast Twitch, Miniature 
+ Hawks Perry Kulper, 

2012. Speculative project 
with intent of opening the 

conceptual breadth of 
architecture.

NAT CHARD
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20. Thematic Drawing, Central California History Museum Perry Kulper, 2001
This composite drawing establishes the main themes in the project through the use of a relational matrix, 
testing ideas about, “non-scalar and multiple languages of communication including words, found imagery, 
notation and proto-architectural marks” (Kulper 58).
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changing nature of cultural, political and geographical 
conditions, he proposes that we, “frame and embrace 
multiple means for making work, augmenting our 
present limited range of working methods for design” 
(Kulper 271). Kulper suggests that more emphasis 
needs to be placed on awareness of varied design 
methods, which would allow designers to achieve 
different ends in different situations (Withering 
Means 271) (Fig. 21, 22). Kulper and Chard have 
been involved in collaborative research projects 
together, as recorded in ‘Fathoming the Unfathomable: 
Archival Ghosts + Paradoxical Shadows’ (2014). In 
this particular co-authored work, the two architects 
brought together their individual design methods 
with the aim to “make spatial realms where ideas, 
situations, and artefacts could be associated or 

reanimated outside of 
their established terms of 
classification” (Fathoming 
the Unfathomable: Archival 
Ghosts + Paradoxical Shadows 
64). Kulper’s drawings here 
develop his research with the 
coexistence of heterogenous 
ideas in relationship with an 
uncanny but indeterminate 
whole, where “it is not the 
design of a building but the 
design of a way of working 
– a process of working 
out how the way we work 
might resonate with how 
people engage with what 
we make”(Chard 64).  Here 
Chard is suggesting Kulper’s 

work is inviting an open interpretation as a way of 
dissemination and allowing others into his thought 
processes.

Yeoryia Manolopoulou supports the development of 
architecture production modes that “integrate design 
with non-design, accept and study the indeterminacy 
of experience, and critique the degrees of control 
demanded from and exercised by most architects” 
(Manolopoulou 44) (Fig. 23). Her architecture and 
research are pertinent to this thesis to demonstrate 
how acknowledged contingency within design 
practice can respond to the complexity of 
social experiences of spaces. 

Manolopoulou has a similar stance to 
that of Chard in terms of the sensibility 
between architecture and indeterminacy. 
Architectural practice involves assembling 
the parts of a multitude of connected 
disciplines, therefore it cannot be isolated, 
as the core of architectural practice is 
concerned with the making of relationships 
between things, which are often done 
through contingent means. In ‘Architectures 
of Chance’ (2013) Manolopoulou argues 
that “the building is one of the most 
paradoxical aleatoric objects: no matter 
how much it is designed and controlled, 
it tends to release a dialectically opposed 
space of chance” (Manolopoulou 210) 
(Fig. 24). Here she is framing an integral problem 
for the profession, as paradoxical parts of a project 

22. Migrant Garden Perry Kulper, 2016
The issue of forced migration of birds from the island of Pinedo, Piacenza 
is examined, using the birdhouse to symbolize the theme of nomadism, 
represented relative to the concept of a dwelling.

21. Migrant 
Garden, Flights 
o’ Fancy Bird 
Motel Perry 
Kulper, 2016

23. Eyes and Objects 
Yeoryia Manolopoulou, 

2002. Here Manolopoulou 
visually describes “slips, 
unconscious deviations 

chance events’” that 
influence the design 

process “means admitting 
something of indeterminacy 
that surrounds it to enter it” 

(Manolopoulou 13).

24. Photographic 
Experiment Yeoryia 

Manolopoulou, 2004 
Photographing of space 

behind her at regular 
intervals capturing invisible 

chance ‘accidents’ which 
occur in the day-to-day 

aesthetic experience of her 
surroundings.

YEORYIA MANOLOPOULOU
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are mistreated for fear of the architect appearing to 
be not entirely in control of a project. To counter this 
issue, she proposes that architecture becomes better 
aware of these paradoxical conditions and, instead 
of repressing them, explores them for their creative 
potential.

This position aligns closely with Chard’s view, where 
the inherent contingency in design practices mark the 
architecture with their actions, leaving traces of how 
the spatial conditions will develop. He explains that 
“between the advance prescription and this durational 
inscription, the architecture absorbs much of its 
meaning” (Chard 8). Like Chard, Manolopoulou 
recognizes these contingent qualities in architecture, 
which make up a vibrant part of our lives, are chance 

events that are improvised as opposed to prescribed. 
She explains that, “chance is a silent mediator in the 
experience of space, adding some kind of temporal 
‘depth’ to it” (Manolopoulou 45). 

Manolopoulou’s architecture is derived from a 
considered eclectic combination of interests and ways 
of practicing. She tends not to produce a recognizable 
architectural style, instead using eclecticism as 
a conceptual approach, as opposed to practicing 
by a single model - drawing on a variety of ideas, 
influences and techniques, such as “dada, surrealism, 
abstract expressionism and action painting which 
used chance-related techniques, such as automatism 
and assemblage, to counterbalance causality” 
(Manolopoulou 44).

CEDRIC PRICE

Experimental architect Cedric Price hypothesized 
that architectural value and permanence requires 
further investigation, rather than to be assumed. The 
architecture should be understood in how it correlates 
with time, furthermore how the building use will 
change along with its indeterminate occupancy. The 
way that Price conducts his design process (Fig. 26) 
of ‘calculated uncertainty’ is particularly useful for 
this research to “develop the 
ability to anticipate, that 
assumes the inevitability of 
change, of the uncertainty, 
trying not to inhibit 
change but maximizing 
possibilities, drawing the 
advance” ( Jerez 248).

HERZOG AND DE MEURON     

This consideration on how architects design with 
aleatory conditions are also discussed by Pierre de 
Meuron and Jacques Herzog. They explain that, 

“the tension between the figurative and 
the abstract radiated in ‘the effect of an 
objet trouvé (found object)’ ” that is of great 
interest (Herzog and de Meuron 84) (Fig. 25). 
Herzog and de Meuron compare the ‘objet 
trouvé’ to Chinese scholar stones, naturally 
occurring rocks which are traditionally 
relished by Chinese scholars. They state that 
this appreciation influences some of their 
architectural projects, such as the Tokyo Prada 
Aoyama store, Forum Building in Barcelona 
and the Puerto de Santa Cruz in Tenerife 
(Herzog and de Meuron  84). These projects 
combine sensuality of chance in how the 

building is experienced and interpreted “producing 
endless differences” (Herzog and de Meuron 46).

25. Bicycle Wheel 
Marcel Duchamp,
1951. This piece 
of art displays how 
everyday found 
objects can be 
reappropriated to 
have new meaning.   

26. Atom Project Design Diagram Cedric Price, 1968 
Contingent practice through diagramming. Speculative 

design for a city framework, based on sensory and 
relational movement patterns (motor schema).



27. Protagonists Yeoryia Manolopoulou, 2016
Drawing from her ‘Losing Myself’ exhibition about Alzheimer’s disease. Manolopoulou has 
designed multiple buildings for people with this condition. Here, sixteen drafting hands 
depict inhabitants of The Orchard Dementia Centre, drawing fragments of the building, 
culminating in a collective understanding of it.
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Simi lar  to  Manolopoulou’s 
acknowledgement of the importance 
of the consideration of indeterminate 
events in the design process, Price’s 
work presents the necessity for “the 
creation of temporary, adaptable 
structures that can be altered, 
transformed or demolished, serving the 
need of the moment” (The Telegraph) 
(Fig. 28). His varied design processes 
display the analysis of how architects 

may anticipate and facilitate future occupation of 
indeterminate architecture. However, Manolopoulou 
studies the relationship between indeterminacy 
and material form, whereas Price focuses on how 
indeterminacy leads the project toward architecture. 

In ‘The Square Book’ (2003), Price discusses how his 
architecture “enhances freedom of choice, but also 
creates new activities, at present without name, which 
result from this concentrated fluidity” (Price 56). 
His buildings provide a way of understanding the 

concept of variability and the provisional present in 
the way he works, this is analysed through speculative 
organizational diagrams. Price adapts the traditional 
architectural diagram from a solely schematic 
representation for a project to expand relational 
thinking, “with a direct relationship between 
organization, how it implements the organization, 
and the effect that generates in its implementation 
on the performance of the architecture” ( Jerez 249). 
Through this process, his oeuvre carries his ideas of 
the paradoxical and the indeterminate through to the 
formalization of architecture.

He advocated that the role of the architect is 
to solve problems, support choice and pleasure, 
and to articulate ideas and potentialities instead 
of prescriptive design solutions. These are the 
core principles of what has been termed Price’s 
“philosophy of enabling” (Landau 11).

SANAA

CONCLUSION

The assemblage of writers, architects, musicians and 
artists in this section paint a multi-faceted picture 
of the indeterminate condition . Indeterminacy has 
an inherent effect on the design process through 
to how the building will be occupied and beyond. 
Architecture tends to gravitate towards parts of 
the discipline that are measurable and quantifiable, 
clinging onto the idea that architecture could operate 
as a science, with architects being able to determine 
all of it’s parts. In the mainstream architecture is 
designed by predicting certain events, subsequently 
over-simplifying and imposing restrictions on the 
human condition. Engaging with indeterminacy 
frames an opportunity to enrich architecture to 
encourage its occupant’s to have an active and 
pleasurable existence. The research in this thesis sets 
in motion a discussion to form an understanding 
of how indeterminate conditions operate in the 
production and occupation of architecture as an agent 
to expand architecture’s cultural realm.

28. Fun Palace 
Axonometric Section 
Cedric Price, 1964 
A speculative project 
where the architecture 
serves as an interactive 
open-framework for 
the user, assembled 
from walkways, bridges, 
platforms etc. 

29. 21st Century Museum of Contemporary Art 
SANAA, 2004. Design sited in Kanazawa, Japan, 
experimenting with field operation framework 
organization, to provide an aleatoric network 
which allows for the contingency of indeterminate 
permutations over time.

Price’s interest in the paradigm of the unknown nature 
of architecture and to calculating this uncertainty not 
only developed and manifested in his architecture, 
but subsequently had a strong influence on the 

thinking of many prominent architects. 
Kazuyo Sejima founder of SANAA (Sejima 
and Nishizawa and Associates) adopted 
parts of Price’s methods in her work, from 
the diagrammatic to materialization, also 
his multiplicity of relational arrangements 
(Fig. 29) to allow her to “float uncertainty 
without having decided upon a goal or point 
of arrival” (Hasegawa 67). This allows for 
the contingency to “introduce progressive 
degrees of freedom in the use, through 
concepts such as liquid space, flexibility or 
indeterminacy” ( Jerez 251).
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30. Matiu/Somes and 
Nga Mokopuna Islands
View of islands from 
the sea when entering 
the Wellington 
harbour.
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You’re Wellington’s bit of rough, Somes
Home to countless, do you feel used?
A shelter, confinement, protector,
Story keeper of those who walked your back
Trod your surface, changed your skin
Ruffled your hair
...
— Excerpt from the poem ‘Somes’ (1999) by Robin Naylor

This chapter includes an analysis of Matiu/Somes and Nga 
Mokopuna Islands, the locus for two of the design experiments. 
Initially the island’s contentious sociopolitical history is investigated 
to contextualize the site. It then addresses the geographical features 
of the islands to identify the physical conditions and attributes of 
the location. It concludes by establishing Kim Lee’s connection 
to the islet of Nga Mokopuna.

MATIU/SOMES
  NGA MOKOPUNA/LEPER
     VERBOTEN ISLAND

32. Sextant circa 1918
An internee of German-decent fashioned this 

navigational instrument out of scrap materials while 
incarcerated on Matiu/Somes Island during the First 

World War, to escape the ‘enemy alien’ internment 
camp. His attempt was unsuccessful, being caught 

by police trying to escape.

OPPOSITE:
31. Satellite View of Site

Matiu/Somes Island’s geographical 
location in the Wellington Harbour.

•	 A	Checkered	History

•	 Kim	Lee

•	 Geological	Conditions

N

1500m0
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An island steeped in indeterminacy over its recorded 
history, Matiu/Somes Island is the cynosure of 
centuries of multicultural dissension. It is believed 
that the first to discover the island was Kupe, the 
great Māori explorer who was estimated to have 
discovered Wellington Harbour around 1000 A.D, 
naming the larger island Matiu and the smaller 
island to the north, Nga Mokopuna, after two of his 

relatives (McGill 17,18). 
Several centuries later, 
various iwi occupied and 
settled on Matiu/Somes 
(Fig. 33), building pā sites 
as a way to defend their 
territory, living there as 
late as 1835 (Department 
of Conservation). 

In 1839, after significant colonization of the area by 
Europeans, the New Zealand Company purchased 
the island from the Māori, later being renamed 
after the governor of the company Joseph Somes 

(Fig. 34), who never actually set foot 
on the island. It was then exchanged 
for land with the government in 
1850 (Kenneally 37). In 1872, the 
government utilized the island’s 
proximity to use it as a quarantine 
station. Ships that entered the harbour 
carrying immigrants and returning 
citizens were assessed, with members 
of the crew being isolated due to 

contagious illnesses, some of whom died 
on the island. In the 1920s, the Wellington 
Fever Hospital was opened, making it 
no longer necessary to use the island 
for quarantining people arriving in New 
Zealand (McGill 32). 

During the First World War, around 
300 ‘enemy aliens’ of Turkish, German, 
Austrian and Bulgarian descent were 
interned on Matiu/Somes Island under 
military guard (Fig. 36, 37). The old 
quarantine facilities were used as barracks 
for the guards (Fig. 39). Through to the 
Second World War, the island was further 
used as an internment camp for over 
300 New Zealanders of German, Italian, 
Finnish and Tongan descent. Four 120mm 
anti-aircraft guns stationed in concrete 
emplacements were constructed near 
the summit of the island from 1939 to 
1945 to counter Japanese fighter planes, 
which were never fired (Forest and Bird) 
(Fig. 38). A degaussing station was also 
constructed on the shore to protect ships 
(Forest and Bird). Degaussing is a process 
where electrical cables are placed around 
the circumference of a ship’s hull, and an 
electrical current is passed through the 
cables to neutralize the ship’s magnetic 
field. This process was to stop ships setting 
off magnetic-trigger mines used by the 

33. Maori 
occupation of 
Matiu/Somes 
Island John 
Pearce, circa 
1850. Early 
ink and wash 
painting of 
island clearing.

34. Portrait of Joseph Somes  
John Wood, circa 1840. Oil 
paint.

ABOVE MIDDLE:
37. Internment camp courtyard circa 1916

Routine procedure at camp on Matiu/Somes Island.

ABOVE BOTTOM:
38. Gunners manning anti-aircraft guns 1943

One of four AA guns mounted on Matiu/Somes Island 
during World War II.

BELOW TOP:
35. Guards Meeting circa 1920

Major Mathieson, and guards, during 
World War I on Matiu/Somes Island.

BELOW MIDDLE:
36. German Internees circa 1927

German prisoners of war on Matiu/
Somes Island.

A CHECKERED HISTORY
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Germans in World War Two (Royal New 
Zealand Navy). The guns were subsequently 
removed, but the gun emplacement bunkers 
still remained. Around 1945, all internees 
were set free from the island (McGill 45, 52, 
77, 89).

During the mid 1960s, the Ministry of 
Agriculture and Fisheries built a new animal 

quarantine station (Fig. 40) and 
housing for permanent employees 
on the island, which stayed 
operational until 1995. After closure 
of the animal quarantine facilities, 
various community groups and 
the public put a petition together 
to lobby for access to the island. 
The management responsibilities 
for the island transferred to the 
Department of Conservation, who 
currently use the island as an eco 
sanctuary for endangered native 
animals and insects (McGill 132, 
133). The public are permitted to 
access the island, upon undergoing 
a bio-security screening. The 
facilities on the island are used by 
the Department of Conservation, 
and some of the lodges may be 
hired out to people wishing to stay 
on the island.

42. Major Matheson’s map of internment camp 1928
Map displaying boundaries of internment camp, with ‘verboten’ 

(forbidden) areas accentuated and Nga Mokopuna named ‘Leper 
Island’ after suspected leper Kim Lee who was exiled on the islet.

ABOVE BOTTOM:
41. Government Steamer Janie Seddon 1938 
Government officials arriving on Matiu/Somes Island to 
investigate recreational access.

ABOVE MIDDLE:
40. Animal quarantine 1973
Cows awaiting treatment on Matiu/Somes Island.

BELOW TOP:
39. Internment camp circa 
1910. The taller buildings 
housed the internees 
and the lower buildings 
(still existing) housed the 
guards.
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Kim Lee was 56-years-old when he immigrated 
to New Zealand from Guangzhou, China in 1902, 
working as a fruitier in Wellington. He had been 
living in New Zealand for only two months before 
being diagnosed with leprosy. Lee was removed to 
Matiu/Somes Island. Those in quarantine at the time 
objected to him being put on the island due to the 
dreaded disease. Consequently, Lee was moved to Nga 
Mokopuna, the islet off the northern tip of Matiu/
Somes Island. There, Lee was the sole occupier, using 
a cave for shelter and old packing cases for furniture. 
The lighthouse keeper on Matiu/Somes constructed 
a flying fox across the channel to deliver hot soup, 
rice, fruit and water. In suitable weather he would 
deliver the food supplies by rowboat. These brief 
visits were Lee’s only human contact. On the 16th 
of March 1904, after just three months on the islet, 
Lee died in isolation on the island, from apparent 
complications of the kidneys. He was buried on Nga 
Mokapuna Island in an unmarked grave. Subsequent 
assessment of Lee’s records indicated that he may not 
have had leprosy, but instead tuberculosis. His short 
and grim time spent on the island “lingers on with 
the nickname ‘Leper Island’ still used by locals for 
Nga Mokopuna” (McGill 41, 42).

GEOLOGICAL CONDITIONS

Matiu/Somes Island is 24.8 hectares in area, making 
it the largest of the three islands in the Wellington 
Harbour. It is located approximately 8 kilometres 
north of Wellington city, and 3 kilometres south of 
Lower Hutt. The islands were formed from the peaks 
of a ridgeline 1.5 million years ago, by uplift along 
the Wellington fault line. The jagged rocks around 

the island have been carbon dated to be 150 to 250 
million years old (Forest and Bird). The perimeter of 
the island contains steep cliffs, up to 20 metres high 
in areas, although the majority of the island is flat 
to moderately steep (Department of Conservation). 
When the island was fortified during World War 
Two, the landscape modifications to install the gun 
emplacements involved removing a large amount 
of earth from the island, reducing the height of the 
summit by 17 metres (Forest and Bird). 

CONTEXT

Two significant physical aspects of the island relate to 
how it has been historically utilized: the position of 
the island in relation to the mouth of the Wellington 
Harbour and the accessibility of Matiu/Somes (by 
boat) from Wellington, although there is a sufficient 
distance of ocean to isolate the island from the 
mainland. Its proximity (which has largely been 
used a defensive strategic position) makes it a unique 
island, which has developed (through time) a rich, yet 
grim indeterminate history. This thesis develops the 
impetus of the island’s uncertain trajectory, taking 
its intangible attributes to explore indeterminate 
conditions. In this research, the notorious man who 
inhabited the islands, Kim Lee, is a key individual 
whose experience on the islands express some of 
Matiu/Somes and Nga Mokopuna’s intangible 
characteristics. Other island inhabitants will be 
examined to gain a further understanding of how the 
events that transpired through time, shaped the social 
climate and how they can inform an indeterminate 
architecture that coalesces with the moral zeitgeist.

KIM LEE
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Note: All images taken on Matiu/Somes Island.
43. Aerial view of islands from the north
44. View to the west towards Wellington
45. Gun emplacements
46. Staff building with mural of Department of Conservation workers
47. View to the east towards Lower Hutt
48. Ferry from Wellington approaching Matiu/Somes Island

45. 

46.

47.

48.

43. 

44. 
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South Point

Ferry travel path

Te Papa o Tara 
(Shag Rock)

3

4

5

8

6

Degaussing Station Pad
(now demolished)

Matiu /  Somes Island

11

11

13

12

14

14
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1. Caretakers Cottage
2. Whare Mahana (Welcoming House)
3. Education House
4. Forest and Bird House
5. Max. Security Quarantine Station
6. WWII Gun Emplacements
7. Toilets
8. Historical Pa Site
9. Cemetery (Te Urapa)
10. Monument  
11. Lookout
12. Reservoir
13. Lighthouse (Te Tupuna)
14. Lodge Accomodation

2

Main Wharf
(Whare Kiore)

Northern Wharf 
(disused)

North Point

Cable Bay

Nga Mokopuna Island

1

7

7 8

910

11

49. Existing Site Plan 
Of Matiu/Somes 

and Nga Mokopuna 
Islands.

N

100m0
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50. Instruments of 
Uncertainty 

Nat Chard, 2011
Instrument Eight, 

collaboration with Perry 
Kulper. Specifically 
themed and setup 

instruments catapult 
paint onto one-another 

as a means of testing 
contingent spatial 

conditions concerning 
indeterminacy.
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This chapter examined four case studies to gain a better understanding 
of how uncertain conditions could be worked with architecturally. First, 
a speculative design project by Perry Kulper involving a small island with 
a contentious history was unpacked. This was followed by analyzing a 
research-by-design led project by Nat Chard, where didactic drawing 
instruments are used to tease out indeterminate qualities. A project 
by architect, Greg Lynn provided a digital perspective on the subject. 
Finally, one of a series of villas designed by Mack Scogin Merrill Elam 
Architects was examined, to study their methods and application of 
contingent process in architectural production.

CASE STUDIES

•	 Perry	Kulper	 	 	 	 –	David’s	Island		 	 1996

•	 Nat	Chard	 	 	 	 	 –	Instruments	of	Uncertainty	 2011

•	 Greg	Lynn		 	 	 	 	 –	Cardiff	Bay	Opera	House	 1994

•	 Mack	Scogin	Merrill	Elam	Architects		 –	Zhongkai	Sheshan	Villas	 2005

52. David’s Island Strategic Plot Perry Kulper, 1996 

OPPOSITE:
51. Instrument Ten

Nat Chard calibrating drawing 
instrument during testing. 
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DAVID’S ISLAND

The David ’s Island project was a speculative 
competition entry designed by Perry Kulper in 
1996. It endeavours to situate programmatic 
thinking in a way similar to that of linguistics. For 
Kulper, opening the programme through the use of 
elaborate language prompts broadens the cultural 
agency of the work through contingent architectural 
production.

REPRESENTING INDETERMINACY

The architecture of the David’s Island proposal uses 
duration to structure a myriad of interconnected 
ideas in the project. Kulper advocates alternative 
drawing techniques instead of conventional 
architectural drawing conventions such as the plan 
and section. To structure his ideas he uses notations 
and marks, which indicate indexes derived from 
language and appropriated content. He considers 
that conventional architectural drawing can be 
overly descriptive, which can determine the project 
prematurely. Kulper explains his indeterminate 
drawing technique, stating that “some of the 
preparatory drawings have no particular geographic, 
scalar and geometric orientation” (Kulper 16), which 
allows for latent ideas to propagate in the project, 
while drawing things over time. The David’s Island 
design is a collection of “relational assemblies” 
(Fig. 55), which are in the process of being more 
formalized and developed through the duration of 
the design.

DESIGN PROCESS

The primary method used in the design process 
was a “content-to-form” approach adapted from 
art practice. In art theory, form refers to how the 
idea is being represented, and the content is the 
substance of an idea. Content was first gathered 
about the site at the outset of the project (Fig. 53, 
Fig. 54), while formal programmatic concerns were 
initially avoided. The heterogeneous collection of 
ideas provided unique options, with the programme 
considered at later stages to test the ideas. Primary 
aspects of the proposal were, “nautical cartography, 
the impact of suppressive military occupation, and 
conditions of remoteness” 
(Kulper 28). A composite 
drawing method was used to 
map out these topics on one 
drawing (Fig. 56). With the 
project’s development, the 
subjects were investigated 
through a narrative to 
consider the history of the 
island. This approach engaged 
with a diverse range of ideas 
simultaneously, producing 
contingent possibilities for a 
speculative architecture.

54. Satellite image of David’s Island New York, 2005
During World war II the island was used as a: General 
Recruiting Depot, Recruit Training Post, Staging Area 

and Rehabilitation Center, Artillery Corps Post, and 
Artillery Mortar Post (Fort Slocum).

53. Aerial view of David’s 
Island New York, 1968
The island was used as 
a prisoner of war camp 

during the American Civil 
War, called Fort Slocum.
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56. Strategic Plot Drawing of David’s Island
Durational composite drawing, that breaks away from traditional drawing 
conventions to support figuration of the drawing content over and 
through time.

55. Proto-Strategic Plot Drawings 
Formal and abstract components of the site are examined and 
composited, to discover ‘relational assemblies’ for the design. 
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58. Instrument Nine
 ‘Floating shadows’ are cast three-dimesionally 
between surfaces, through projection and the 

use of multiple sources of light.

57. Instrument Five
Three versions of 

Instrument Five, that 
are setup to catapult 

paint onto one-
another.

INSTRUMENTS OF UNCERTAINTY

Nat Chard shares similar inquisitive concerns about 
uncertainty to that of Kulper, yet his methodological 
approaches differ greatly. Due to Chard and Kulper’s 
mutual interest on the subject, they have undertaken 
collaborations, which involve the assembly and 
fusing of ideas that shift their individual positions on 
the content being tested. This occurred in the later 
stages of Chard’s Instruments of Uncertainty (2011) 
research project.

REPRESENTING INDETERMINACY

Rather than focusing on more traditional forms 
of drawing as a primary mode of experimentation, 
Chard’s approach is methodically sequential through 
the invention of didactic drawing instruments he 
questions how architecture is constructed through 
complex contingent relationships of representation 
(Fig. 61). The design uses an iterative process that 
reveals and speculates on the transition of ideas that 
occur when going from drawing to making. Chard 
describes the emphasis of the drawing instruments as, 
“on their capacity to draw out possibilities and the act 
of drawing as an analogue to an active inhabitation” 
(Chard 147) (Fig. 60). He highlights the potential of 
these instruments to evolve the architectural design 
process, by analysing the current condition so that 
occupation is considered as thoroughly as when the 
architecture is being physically inhabited.

DESIGN PROCESS

Chard explains that the act of making the drawing is 
comparable figuratively to that of the indeterminate 
conditions it is attempting to propose. This method 
of investigation is emergent rather than focusing on 
a resolution. The aim is to implicate the observer to 
make sense of the work in a tacit way, rather than 
in an explicit capacity. Ideas are articulated through 
the prompted actions of the instruments, that make 
projections onto parts of themselves and one-
another with paint and light (Fig. 57, Fig. 58). These 
projections are received on attached folded picture 
planes (Fig. 59), which support 
a critical register of the drawn 
medium. Chard states, “the 
tension between being in control 
and out of control gives a helpful 
measure of uncertainty” (Chard 
58). Within this procedural 
balance he sets out to foster 
indeterminate conditions in 
architecture.
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59. Instrument Five 
Folding picture plane receiving paint thrown by another instrument.
60. Instrument Eight 
Trajectory of paint splatter thrown from adjacent instrument.
61. Instrument Ten 
One of four versions of Instrument Ten. Experiment in progress.
62. Instrument Six 
Creates ‘floating shadows’, with an in-built stereoscopic camera.

59.

61.

60.

62.



34 64. Site Context
Aerial Views of  Opera House.

63. Bateson’s analysis of leg mutation of the Coleoptera beetle 1894. 
These are examples of mirrored limb appendages, referred to as 

‘Bateson’s Rule’, “A fused condition of a normal right leg bearing an 
extra pair of right and left legs” (Lynn 12).

CARDIFF BAY OPERA HOUSE

The Cardiff Bay Opera House designed by Greg 
Lynn was a large scale project that utilized computer 
tools as the primary mode of production of aleatoric 
conditions. This process can be understood as an 
analogous generative method that promotes 
uncertain spatial qualities.

REPRESENTING INDETERMINACY

The architecture of the Cardiff Bay Opera House 
embodies a digital morphological form derived from 
computer-generated variables. The design examined 
the mathematical theories of William Bateson 
involving order and variation (Fig. 63), explained by 
Lynn as “a loss of information that is accompanied 
by an increase in symmetry” (Lynn 66). Lynn applied 
this “breaking symmetry” technique from Bateson’s 
theory resulting in inexact spatial geometries (Fig. 
65). The brief for the competition required that 
the Opera House contain a symmetrical horseshoe 
shaped opera hall, and have a cohesive but innovative 
relationship with the surrounding historic area 
of Cardiff. Lynn considered these directions to 
be contradictory, therefore he used them as an 
indeterminate device to conceive a resistant order 
of variation in the design.

DESIGN PROCESS

Lynn explores the potential of digitally manipulated 
geometries that express modern design conditions, 
as opposed to using a more rational Cartesian 
design approach. He advocates new parametric 

design processes, explaining that “the challenge for 
contemporary architectural theory and design is to 
try to understand the appearance of these tools in 
a more sophisticated way than simply a new set of 
shapes” (Lynn 17). His design process involves the 
appropriation of cross-disciplinary areas such as 
biology and mathematics to provide an innovative 
influence, creating unique indeterminate forms 
(Fig. 66). His method uses force and time simulated 
by digital technologies, mediated by his own 
interpretation using various theoretical frameworks. 
Lynn explains “this dynamic combination of internal 
directed indeterminacy and external 
vicissitudinous constraints leads 
to organisations that cannot be 
reduced to any ideal form or single 
cause” (Lynn 70). These constraints 
resulted in a unique set of aleatoric 
forms and spatial conditions 
(Fig. 67) that emanate into the 
surrounding environment (Fig. 64).

63.

64.
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65. Structural Model
Displays broken and reassembled symmetry of form, with lines taken from the surrounding 
area of Cardiff Bay to inform the structure.
66. Roof Plan
Displaying layout of building facilities.
67. Longitudinal Section
The contradicting project brief directs an alternative spatial order, prompting design 
methods that challenge architectural form through diversity and indeterminacy.

65. 66.

67.
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ABOVE:
69. Roof Plan

Fractured volumes open and close around a 
diaphanous introspective public space in the 

centre of the villa.

68. Conceptual Sketch
Explorative drawing of 

blooming Chinese Lotus 
Flower, which presents 

past, present and future.

ZHONGKAI SHESHAN VILLA

The Zhongkai Sheshan villa was designed by 
Mack Scogin Merrill Elam Architects (MSMEA) 
in 2005. They were commissioned to design 
five villas in Shanghai, China that provoke the 
inhabitant to engage with the indeterminate 
flux and tempo of Shanghai along with the city’s 
essential Chinese qualities. 

REPRESENTING INDETERMINACY

The architecture of the Zhongkai Sheshan Villa 
rehearses philosophical ideas pertaining to evolving 
and transforming dynamics, depicted through 
architectural form. MSMEA considered the idea 
of urban transformation and its simultaneous 
indeterminacy as an important conceptual driver 
in the design, that responds to the ever-changing 
pressures of this modern city lifestyle in Shanghai. 
The design aims to compensate for the regions 
advancing urban growth, as explained by political 
advisor Fred Bergsten, “China’s current pace of 
urbanization is unparalleled in history. China’s 
urban population has ballooned by an astounding 
200 million over the last decade” (Bergsten 34). 
The villa seeks to facilitate the apparent energy of 
Shanghai’s rapidly advancing society, by providing a 
suitable context that aligns with the uncertainties of 
this condition.

DESIGN PROCESS

The design process involves the implementation of 
a set of methods that assemble a framework for this 
dynamic urban environment, with the request from 
the client to retain a sense of Chinese spiritual values 
(Fig. 68). MSMEA describes how the design strategy 
was to “propose an undifferentiated central space that 
is shaped by a mutable perimeter fabric” (MSMEA 
156) (Fig. 69). The implementation of this axial 
arrangement was to provide an open interstitial space 
with a layered boundary made of a porous fabric. This 
supports the aleatoric activities which may take place 
with occupation, addressing 
t h e  e v e r - c h a n g i n g 
social landscape of this 
contemporary environment. 
The villa has also been 
designed with flexible 
components throughout 
the perimeter, containing 
movable and transformable 
walls and surfaces that 
allow volumes to oscillate, 
accommodating unknown 
future demands on the villa.
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LEFT TO RIGHT:
70. Basement Floor Plan, Ground Floor Plan 
71. Transverse Section, Longitudinal Section
72. Perspective from the north, Perspective of Central Courtyard, Perspective from the South
73. Site Plan, Elevations, Roof Plan

73.

72.

71.70.
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PA R A D O X I C A L       C O O R D I N A T E S
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PA R A D O X I C A L       C O O R D I N A T E S
INSTALLATION

KIM LEE’S MEMORIAL HOUSE

LODGING RETREATS
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74. Convergent 
Contorted Geometries II  
Stereoscopic animation 
image balance analysis 

drawing.
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The first design phase explores the parallels between the conception 
of the image as it pertains to architectural surface and form. The 
experiment was conducted through the design and construction of a 
1:1 scale installation.

INSTALLATION
•	 Aim

•	 Method

•	 Process

•	 Design	Outcome

•	 Reflection

76. Filming stage
Positioning camera for 
stereoscopic filming.

OPPOSITE:
75. Installation filming

Setting up for stereoscopic 
filming stage.
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AIM

This design phase began testing into how the design 
process, in its contingency, might engender aleatoric 
conditions through surface and formal manipulation. 
The outcome attempted to expose these qualities, 
facilitating a platform for the user to challenge the 
schism between ocularcentrism and pictorialized 
surface effects. This difference in perception between 
users in relation to the installation tested how an 
exchange of tacit knowledge could be instigated 
through a didactic device - a form of engaging the 
viewer in the sublime.

METHOD

The design phase is initiated through a series of 
ocular-based experiments, which uncover durational 
and latent relationships that emerge through the act 
of making, which are then developed further or used 
as a point of departure. Perry Kulper considers this 
analytical approach important to allow “tendencies, 
accumulations and distillations to accrue and develop 
over time, enabling tacit knowledge to fuse with 
cognitive and reflective design practices” (Kulper 
20), Chard describes this process as an emergent 
manifestation of “overlapping realms of ideas and 
concerns” (Chard 20). 

In order to achieve this end, investigation into the 
nineteenth century image-artifact—the stereoscope 
was instigated to explore its potential of ‘perceptual 
embodiment’. This was used as a didactic instrument 
to demonstrate how the human vision operates. 
Stereoscopic techniques were used in the experiments 

to deconstruct and re-represent the image, whereby 
the stereoscope served as a critical tool to question 
“the geometry of the world, and the mind’s eye” 
( Jay 152). Through the process of converting hand 
and digital drawings into stereoscopic images, the 
enquiry was pursued through generative, iterative, 
and transformative processes. Theses processes 
attempted to tease out indeterminate qualities, 
within a contingent faculty of the work. Videography 
and computer video editing software was used 
concurrently with hand modeling, to produce a 
stereoscopic and anaglyphic video, which was then 
manipulated using the aforementioned tools. The 
visual mediation of re-representation applied to 
the modelled objects provided a way to explore the 
stereoscopic medium. Finally, a composite drawing 
method of abstraction was used to develop relational 
aspects of the experiments, to inform an architectural 
language. Throughout this design phase hybridized 
contingent methods were sought, which have not 
been widely used by architects, to discover spatial 
conditions in/of the unknown.
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77. Anaglyphic Animation
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PROCESS
•	 Stereoscopic	Drawings

•	 Anglyphic	Animation	

•	 Fragment	Encoding

•	 Stereoscope	Hybrid

•	 Thematic	Drawings

STEREOSCOPIC DRAWINGS

The initial series of drawings (Fig. 79) and digital 
models tested how stereoscopy could be used as 
an active catalyst to create paradoxical conditions, 
where the viewer would be implicated in the image 
through their individual perception. Various types of 
lines and hatching densities were used to accentuate 
differences in depth. This revealed how varying two-
dimensionally presented objects appeared when 
viewed three-dimensionally through stereoscopy 
(Fig. 85).

79. Analogue to digital translation
Analogue geometric and free-form sketch drawings 
traced in CAD.

80. Digital modelling
Group of forms exploded to 

accentuate depth and create space.

78. Two-dimensional to three-dimensional
Geometries from sketches were first made planar. 
The planes were extruded at varying depths, and 

consequent forms assembled into a group.
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Forms represented and examined in three-dimensionally ocular format.
81. Stereoscopic Pair Detail
82. Stereoscopic Pair Detail
83. Anaglyph Detail
84. Anaglyph Detail
85. Exploded Isometric Anaglyph
86. Exploded Isometric Stereoscopic Pair
87. Exploded Isometric Anaglyph

85. 

84.83.

81. 82.

86. 

87. 
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ANAGLYPHIC ANIMATION

The previous test transitioned with the introduction 
of hand modeling of generic geometric objects  (Fig. 
88) to develop the investigation of scopic effect. 
The experiment attempts to transform the objects 
with stereoscopy into a dynamic image that offers 
unfamiliar spatial and perceptual effects (Fig. 90). 
Each object was filmed stereoscopically in rotation 
on a carousel, individual frames were captured from 
each recording and were then photo-collaged. The 
subsequent anaglyphic images are transformed into a 
single temporally and spatially indeterminate image.

90. Layered animation frames
Film frames were then converted from stereoscopic to 
anaglyphic, to experiment with depth and composition  

of the image, implicating the viewer through their 
individual perception of the space. 

89. Stereoscopic Toe-in Camera Technique 
Two cameras are setup angled towards the object, 
capturing two differing fields of view, which are joined to 
create a stereo image.

ABOVE:
88. Generic Geometric Objects
A cube, rectangular prism, cylinder, pyramid, cone, and 
sphere were hand crafted with XPS modelling foam.
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91. Stereopsis Diagram 
Displaying how depth perception is triggered 
through anaglyphic representation.

Anaglyph encodes both 
left and right viewpoints, 
red/cyan spectacles allow 
the viewer to separate 
two image images. 
The brain receives to 
signals which are fused 
together to perceive depth 
(stereopsis).

Anaglyph

Red RightCyan Left

Three-dimensional Image

Stereopsis
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92. Anaglyphic Animation Frame Sequence
The film was initially put together in anagyphic format, then converted to 
stereoscopic format for the next stage of the experiment, where the video 

is viewed through a stereoscope hybrid instrument.
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93. Syllogistic Parallax
The parallax derived 
from the stereoscopic 
animation was used 
to construct an 
indeterminate image 
and spatial conditions. 
These are then 
decoded through the 
observers perception 
by stereopsis, in turn 
implicating the viewer 
in the construction of 
the image.
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STEREOSCOPE HYBRID

The Stereoscope Hybrid test explored another 
temporal mechanism, in which ocular perception 
is instrumental. This method contrasts from the 
anaglyph, by prompting the body to engage physically 
with the subject matter (Fig. 100), implicating the 
user in the process. The instrument has been modeled 
from Charles Wheatstone’s early version of the 
stereoscope (Fig. 95), however the physicality of the 
apparatus has been hybridized with two computer 
screens simultaneously playing a stereo-image version 
of the previous animation (Fig. 96).

ABOVE:
95. Wheatstone Stereoscope

This was the first stereoscope to be invented, it uses 
a pair of mirrors angled towards the users eyes each 

reflecting a picture on either side.

LEFT:
94. Holmes Stereoscope

This device was designed 
by Oliver Holmes. It 

consists of two prismatic 
lenses which are directed 

towards a stereoscopic 
pair of images on card in 

the image holder.

96. Isometric Perspective
The Stereoscope Hybrid is modelled from 
the Wheatstone Stereoscope, except it 
uses computer monitors instead of still 
images.  

97. Plan View
Each monitor plays the stereoscopic 
animation (from previous stage) to 
corresponding eye.

98. Side Elevation
The instrument causes the viewers 
brain to fuse the stereoscopic pair 

together, giving the illusion of depth 
through stereopsis.

Monitor 2

Monitor 1 Monitor 1
Stereo right

Monitor 2
Stereo left

Stereoscope Hybrid Design
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99. Stereoscope Hybrid Installation
Demonstration of how the apparatus is used.

ABOVE:
100. Stereoscope Hybrid Installation

Specific positioning and perception of user 
implicates them in forming the image.
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FRAGMENTING

When designing the animation, anaglyphic image 
fragments primarily defined the spatial outcome. A 
core idea in this process was considered – dynamic 
temporal object fragmentation, but instead the 
fragmentation would be tested on the picture plane 
(Fig. 104). The geometrical objects are modelled 
digitally and unfolded, to re-frame and re-activate 
the picture plane in the design process. These flat 
objects are then articulated through anaglyphic 
encoding to construct indeterminately coded forms.

101. Fragmented Cylinder
Cylinder object unfolded with anaglyphic encoding 
transposing depth and composition.

Note:
- Anaglyphic glasses should be used to view images.
- Warning: Prolonged viewing of images may cause nausea.

102. Unfolded Geometric Objects
Geometric objects from stereoscopic 

animation were digitally modelled 
and unfolded.
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105. Encoded Cube
Perception attempts to shift the unfolded cubes 
together, creating a compressed space between. 

106. Encoded Rectangular Prism
Horizontal cyan plane cuts through centre of folds.

103. Encoded Object Fragments
When viewed with anaglyphic glasses, the mind attempts to compose the 
fragmented objects legibly, however the aleatoric encoding reorders the 
depth in the image, creating an indeterminate flux.

104. Encoded Object Fragments
Cyan breaks the vertical composition.
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THEMATIC DRAWINGS

The animation was analyzed through digital video 
software to discover and develop latent assemblies 
of formal and material possibilities, the process 
supports “ideas and interests through notations and 
indexes that cannot yet be confirmed architecturally” 
(Chard 10) (Fig. 108). Through drawing, these 
surface compositors form an active dialogue between 
architectural language and representation led through 
the drawing.

107.  Anaglyphic Animation Image Balance Graphs
After experimentation with stereoscopy, graphs were generated with video software that 

display the levels of colour and light in each clip recorded from the anaglyphic animation. 
The geometry from these graphs were then extrapolated through hand drawing to examine 

patterns relating to image: convergence, displacement, tilt and parallax.  
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108.  Anatomic Syzygies, Composite Drawing
This explorative drawing examines conditions around ocular-centrism, from 
ideas gained through the analysis of the stereoscopic animation, pertaining 

to it’s representational and architectural potential. 
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109. Convergent Contorted Geometries III, Composite Drawing
This drawing is a form of visual thinking that establishes key ideas in the 
first experimentation phase, through a combination of contingent design 

techniques, opening a visual dialogue in which components of the project 
are reflected upon in relation to indeterminate conditions.  
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DESIGN OUTCOME

The final design is a didactic viewing instrument 
(Fig. 99) that implicates the viewer physically and 
cognitively in a spatial-stereoscopic condition. As 
the installation is viewed for a longer duration the 
eyes and mind start to further scan the virtual space, 
generating effects inherent within the stereoscopic 
image. A breakdown of the fragment encoding 
separates elements of its construction, and the 
architecture’s structure is then re-encoded as an 
animate form, which eludes a definitive sense of 
‘presentness’ in how it’s perceived (Fried 9). These 
were formed by the mind’s mediation of the parallax 
between the red and cyan image fragments, which 
embedded multiple spatial modes in the image. This 
challenged the individual’s perception, consequently 
engaging them in the installation, Martin Heidegger 
has described this process as the “world becomes 
picture, and man is subjectum” (Heidegger 139). The 
stereoscopic experiments were further explored by 
composite drawings (Fig. 109), where durational and 
latent structures formed by the multimedia techniques 
were identified. The concept of parallax was analyzed 
from the anaglyphic animation, which revealed 
varying formations resulting from oscillations 
within red and cyan colour channels (Fig. 107). These 
unexpected optically derived line assemblies were 
composited with early iterative sketches, notations, 
distorted images, and relational construction lines. 
Conventional architectural drawing has been avoided 
at this point in order to leverage relational thinking, 
encouraging indeterminate conditions and to broaden 
the conceptual frameworks in the design.

REFLECTION

The installation provided a way to understand the 
contingencies of the world between pictorial and 
material space. The stereoscope hybrid assembled 
these contingent domains in relation to image and 
physicality, to subsequently implicate the observer in 
its content. A prevalent request from people using 
the stereoscope hybrid was asking if they could adjust 
the installation setup distance to have a better view of 
the subject, revealing people’s different physical and 
cognitive perception. When the user’s view came into 
focus with the apparatus it tended to engage the user, 
immersing them in the phenomena in question, in 
turn this was often verbalized by inquisitive impulses, 
displaying a heightened ‘presentness’. 

The research into stereoscopy opened new insights 
and methods for testing ideas, to better engage with 
the architectural content and tease out indeterminate 
conditions. Methods used at times in this design phase 
were riven with paradox, which gave rise to ideas 
of uncertainty, where diverse techniques provided 
contrasting perspectives to gain a tacit understanding 
of the subject. Through introducing the folding of 
the picture plane (Fig. 103), the architecture took 
on another active, or critical, indeterminate system, 
which can potentially better implicate the user in the 
space. The consequent question following this series 
of experiments, is how to embody the indeterminate 
spatial conditions inherent in these contingent 
techniques into architecture.
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110. Convergent Contorted Geometries III, Detail
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111. Convergent 
Contorted Geometries 
III, Detail
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112. Convergent 
Contorted Geometries 
IIII, Generative 
Composite Drawing
This preliminary 
drawing follows on 
from the analytical 
stereoscopic 
geometries from 
phase one, 
introducing refracted 
surfaces through 
digital manipulation. 
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The second design phase was the design of a house memorializing 
Kim Lee. The design is centered on Lee’s exile to Matiu/Somes Island 
and then to Nga Mokopuna Island. His treatment painted a highly 
unethical picture of the New Zealand government of that time period. 
The draconian sociopolitical state of affairs was researched to address the 
background of Lee’s life under the control of the tyrannical governing 
body, a period fraught with uncertainty.

KIM LEE’S MEMORIAL HOUSE
•	 Aim

•	 Method

•	 Site

•	 Programme

•	 Process

•	 Lee’s	Perspectival	Memorial	House

•	 Reflection

114. Historian Lynette Shum commemorating Kim 
Lee’s death on Nga Mokopuna Island 2004

OPPOSITE:
113. Kim Lee’s Obituary 

Poverty Bay Herald, 1904
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AIM

Located just off the northern tip of Matiu/Somes 
Island, across a small channel, on Nga Mokopuna 
Island, this series of design experiments sought 
to understand how Kim Lee, a humble Chinese 
fruitier, may have retrospectively inhabited the islet, 
and in parallel, as a means to engage with ideas of 
uncertainty through drawing. Details on Lee’s life 
are largely unknown, therefore fragments of his life 
were pieced together through the design process 
and embodied in the resultant architecture. The 
design speculates on the difficulties faced by Lee, 
emotionally and physically, on a site consequently 
referred to by locals as ‘Leper Island’, named after 
the islets only ever occupier.

METHOD

The design is conceptualized with a diverse range 
of contingent methods (Fig. 115) as outlined in 
the introduction. In the investigation of themes on 
solitude, isolation and social inequality, narrative was 
used as a method to give these themes consideration 
while designing, helping to mediate these themes and 
discover latent content to inform the architecture. 
Lee’s experience on the islands was chronicled in the 
artistic work of Mike Ting in the ‘Mokopuna Island 

Project’ (2015), which collected accounts of events, 
living conditions, and introspective thoughts of Lee’s 
final days on Nga Mokopuna Island. His narrative 
informs the overarching thematics of the design 
process, providing a framework for an otherwise 
unknown record of Lee’s life.

The programme was purposely left ‘floating’ so that 
the architecture was not prescribed, instead the 
contingent design process informs the function of 
the building. Moments were extracted from Ting’s 
written account and fed into a process of analogue, 
composite, robotic-arm, and digital drawing, fusing 
with these diverse techniques to probe at the 
indeterminacy inherent in the act of making. These 
working methods were then adjusted to design 
effectively, by employing particular representation 
techniques, both manual and digital, to consolidate 
them in the design architecturally, while allowing 
programmatic indeterminacies to be co-present.
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115. Robotic-arm Drawing 
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SITE

The site for the dwelling is located on the stony 
southern shore of Nga Mokopuna Island, at the 
foot of a small rocky cliff face, with a small cave. 
The island is approximately 200 metres on its long 
axis and about 80 metres across, and lies 50 metres 
across a channel north of Matiu/Somes Island. The 
islet is highly exposed to severe weather conditions, 
containing a number of wave-cut arches and caves 
around the shoreline (Fig. 119). When Lee was 
exiled on the island he took shelter in one of these 
caves, which is where the intervention is sited.

117. Location Plan116. Site Plan

Proposed House

N

N

80m0

400m0

Nga Mokopuna Island
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120.

118.

119.

Nga Mokopuna Island:
118. East Elevation
119. East Elevation 
Showing area for proposed house.
120. West elevation
At southern end of island.
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PROGRAMME

The design research has been informed by the 
indeterminate conditions which Lee faced while 
being the sole occupier of Nga Mokopuna Island, 
as well as how his individual identity coalesced with 
these circumstances emotionally and physically. 
The photograph to the right (Fig. 124) displays the 
cave he inhabited, Ting demonstrates the space’s 
restrictive dimensions in relation to the body. 

In Ting’s writings in the ‘Mokopuna Island Project’ 
he describes accounts of how Lee was discriminated 
against while he was working in Wellington, and also 
upon his arrival to Matiu/Somes Island, when the 
other internees stared at his skin with fear and hatred 
in their eyes, commenting “he and his kind are filthy!” 
(Ting 14). After a short time, Lee was removed to 
Nga Mokopuna Island, where he named the cave 

he lived in his “winter 
residence” (Fig. 121), 
which was draughty 
and flooded at high 
tide. He proclaimed 
“here, I must surely 
die” (Ting 14). The 
doctor treating Lee 
recommended that he 
bathe in the sea daily, 
to let minerals clean his 
infected skin. This daily 
chore served to give 
him pleasure by taking 

his mind off his dire situation, and the 
action of swimming allowed him to 
internalize his feelings and remove 
him emotionally from the pain, 
replacing it with the fond memories of 
activities he had done with his friends 
in the past, such as having a meal 
together (Ting 14). Further reflecting 
on his months of isolation on the islet, 
he states “as a prisoner, I have no say 
in my own physical life it seems, but 
I have learned that solitude provides 
a space in my mind where I do have 
some power” (Ting 15).

Reading through this poignant 
descriptive writing made me better 
understand the hardships Lee 
confronted emotionally and physically. 
Through these vivid accounts of events 
endured while on the island, moments 
of Lee’s occupation, experiences and 
few interactions were explored for 
cues to provide spatial relationships, 
which informed the programmatic 
structure for a house, conceptually for 
him.

123. Explorative Sketch 
Imagining moments endured by Lee, and 
his thoughts while in solitary confinement. 121. Cave that Lee occupied while 

exiled on the island

122. Preliminary Conceptual Sketch 
Speculating on Lee’s emotional states 

while on the island in isolation.
KIM LEE’S EPITAPH
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124. Mike Ting investigating cave inhabited by Lee
Photo displaying restrictive physical dimensions of the cave in 

relation to the body, and it’s highly exposed location.
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PROCESS
•	 Robotic-arm	Composite	Drawings

•	 Conceptual	Sketches

•	 Refractive	Planar	Folding

•	 Form	Massing	Study

•	 Design	Development

•	 Occupation

ROBOTIC-ARM COMPOSITE DRAWINGS

The first experiment involved testing how the 
threshold between the hand and machine co-
operate in real-time, mediated through a type of 
dual-authorship of contingency (Fig. 127). The 
initial step in this process considered the relationship 
between the two means – a critique of the way we 
draw and what if we augment the act of drawing. 
The narrative of Lee’s journey from China, and 
eventually to Nga Mokopuna Island is assembled as 
a visual commentary through a collage. Implications 
on his life - social inequality, isolation and solitude 
were explored through the hand/machine robotic-
arm drawings. Through these tests the conceptual 
framework of the house was constructed as an 
unknown world of transition. Through 
this concept of transitional indeterminacy, 
the house began to develop generatively 
as narrative indexes became present in the 
drawings.

125. Robotic-arm Composite Drawing
Robotic-arm with ink brush connected to digital drawing tablet
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126. Traditional Chinese characters traced over on a digital tablet
Three individual sets of characters were traced: 知覺 = Perception, 隔離 = Isolation, and  孤獨 = Solitude
127. Robotic-arm drawing in progress
128. Robotic-arm drawing in progress 
The robotic-arm was positioned at three different points on the composite drawing over the prints of: 
China, New Zealand, and Nga Mokopuna Island. 

126. 127. 

128. 



129. Lee’s Macabre Journey, Composite Drawing
This mixed media composite drawing examined and revealed sociopolitical ideas that effected Lee’s life, these ideas 
were expanded through a contingent series of experiments. The use of varied media and drawing techniques were 
used to develop latent representational and architectural possibilities. Slippages were observed in the translation from 
drawing by hand to robotic-arm, that were embraced as a form of indeterminate language.
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CONCEPTUAL SKETCHES

Developing the narrative concept through immediate 
iterative sketches allowed me to test ideas in rapid 
succession and in a critical manner, organizing the 
structural and spatial characteristics of the design, in 
turn considering how the programme for Lee’s house 
might operate.

130. Conceptual Section Sketch 
 Chronicling Lee’s life of transition from China to New Zealand, and 

working this into a narrative for the house.
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131. Conceptual Perspective Sketches Directional relationships from the narrative, and spatial thresholds.
132. Preliminary Iterative Perspective Sketch
133. Conceptual Section Sketch The initial spatial arrangement was designed through narrative. A horizontal chamber leads into the house representing 
Lee’s incarceration. An elevated viewing tower depicting Lee’s reminiscent thoughts of life in Guangzhou, and later in Wellington. The lower level containing 
his sleeping quarters, representing Lee’s eventual entombment. 
134. Conceptual Plan and Section Sketches Investigating suspended canopy roof to open up cave.
135. Conceptual Section Sketch Iteration of twisted surface slicing through main house volume.
136. Speculative Section Sketch Combining various ideas through previous iterations.

131.

132.

133.

136.

134.

135.
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137. Choreographic 
Generator
This drawing takes 
analogic references from 
the previous series of 
iterative, conceptual and 
speculative sketches, 
keeping these aspects 
in the work active within 
the contingency of the 
design process. Latent 
formal possibilities arise 
through this process, 
slowly converging (or 
not) in an indeterminate 
condition.
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REFRACTIVE PLANAR FOLDING

The robotic arm composite drawings revealed a type 
of ‘slippage’ that occurred in the transition between 
the hand and robotic arm. This was observed as a 
potential architectural language, which could be 
refracted in a third-dimension to generate form. 
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138. Diagram displaying refractive planar folding technique
Geometries extrapolated from the stereoscopic image balance analysis drawings were 

translated into two-dimensional digital line drawings, these drawings were mirrored and 
rotated in three-dimensions. Geometries were then projected along the lines (of the same 

drawing) on adjacent axis to produce aleatoric refracted planar surfaces.
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139. Proto-Form Mass Model Perspective 
Refracted planar surfaces were assembled in relation to 
movement patterns and indexical datums established in 
conceptual sketches.

The iterative sketches and their conceptual ideas 
were tested in a digital environment. The analogue 
sketches operated through point and line solely in 
two-dimensions. These drawings were refracted 
along their original planar path on an additional 
axis, to start to create generative three-dimensional 
forms. The forms were assembled and developed in 
relation to each other and the notion of a ‘slippage’ 
(translational glitch) was gauged from the prior 
experiment. 
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140. Proto-Form Mass Model Details 
Planar junctions and spatial thresholds from generative digital modelling.
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141. Mass Model Site Context, Perspectives and Elevation 
Proto-form positioned on site to investigate spatialized field relationship with the site. Nga Mokopuna Island’s 
distinctive contour outline informed the orientation of the dwelling, along with the conceptual narrative of the 
cave that Lee inhabited and it’s connective positioning, looking back to Matiu/Somes Island.

FORM MASSING STUDY
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142.  Site Plan
The building is located to the south of Nga Mokopuna 
Island on a bend in the ridgeline, facing Matiu/Somes 

Island, the same orientation of the cave Lee inhabited.
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143. Digital Modelling Development Process
The Conceptual narrative and site parameters were considered while developing the envelope and interior spatial volumes. The envelope was 
composed by-and-large by the movement patterns of the narrative. Spatial volumes compress and expand around significant functional (and 
meaningful) moments engendered by the inhabitant.

DESIGN DEVELOPMENT
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OCCUPATION

Subsequent composite drawings in plan and section 
sought to represent the occupation of a series of spaces 
that were informed by the speculated indeterminate 
emotions of the occupant. This speculative approach 
provided a means of breaking down the prescribed 
nature of the typical programme. Instead, the 
programme is left open as an active component 
of the design process. The brush strokes of ink are 
from earlier studies of Lee’s life, which represent his 
existence physically and emotionally. The narrative 
of Lee’s treatment and exile was used as a driver for 
the envelope of the house, which was then further 
manipulated by abstract projections of the occupant’s 
uncertain emotional position while he was living on 
the island. The drawings depict a personal projection 
of space in the context of how Lee experienced his 
time of hardship, both physically and emotionally, 
evoking the sensation of time. 

Spaces have implicitly been given retroactively 
contextual uses, which are suggestive in nature - 
no one space has a fixed programme. All fixtures 
can be reorganised by the 
user. Interstitial areas of the 
house contain spaces which 
facilitate indeterminate 
conditions.

ABOVE:
145. Eating a Meal, Part Section

LEFT:
146. Making a Cup of Tea, Composite Drawing

144. Lee’s Bathing Routine , Part Section
Bathing daily in salt water was recommended by the doctor treating 
Lee to cleanse his skin in order of helping ward of further infection. 
The section drawings develop registered ‘slippages’ encountered in 
the ‘Lee’s Macabre Journey’ drawing (Fig. 129), pertaining to Lee’s 

speculated emotional response to incarceration and solitude.
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147. Sleeping, Part Section
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149. Ground Floor Plan

148. Location Plan

LEE’S PERSPECTIVAL MEMORIAL 
HOUSE

The final design is one tall structure containing 
a central atria tower with flanking diagonally and 
indeterminately split spaces surrounding it on the 
ground floor, a basement level containing Lee’s 
bedroom and a viewing room at the top of the 
tower. A principal consideration was chronicling 
Lee’s daily routine while inhabiting Nga Mokopuna 
Island, transposing these tasks into the house. 
Particular activities were the locus for the design, 
that informed potential spatial thresholds, yet did 
not explicitly dictate the programme, leaving it to be 
interpretative. The building is located and orientated 
in the same position as the cave Lee occupied on 
the islet, which faced back towards Matiu/Somes 
Island, this opens a figurative ‘discussion’ between 
the two islands contentious historical legacy. An 
entry ramp folds out onto the island shore, where 
the doctor used to visit Lee. Moving into the house, 
the main ground floor contains dispersed partially 
programmed areas that open into adjoining spaces. 
The assembly of these spaces depicts Lee’s internal 
emotional struggle figuratively on the main floor, 
with the elevated viewing tower offering a degree of 
solace and freedom, while the lower floor symbolizes 
his inevitable fate of being entombed on the island. 

Like the contingent methods 
that shaped the architecture, the 
memorial embodies this tapestry 
of historic investigation of the 
mysteriously uncertain life of 
Kim Lee.
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150. Lower Level 151. Upper Level
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152. Longitudinal Section
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153. Transverse Section
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155. East Perspective
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156. South Elevation
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REFLECTION

The design of Lee’s house examined the serial 
nature of contingent methods articulated earlier, 
particularly their value when testing multiple ideas 
to develop an architecture of uncertainty. These 
interconnected experimentations were assessed with 
a tacit understanding of their inherent relationships, 
Manfredo Tafuri explains this process as “constantly 
taking apart, putting together, contradicting, and 
provoking... Its innovations can be bravely launched 
towards the unknown, but the launching pad is 
solidly anchored to the ground...its real task is not 
subversion but widening” (Tafuri 104). The sense of 
disillusion and depravity that Lee encountered on 
the island was dissected to reveal multiple emotional 
distorted temporalities, that were then articulated into 
the geometry of the house. His emotional volatility 
was transposed into the experimental framework, 
simultaneously with my own emotive intuitive 
insight, that directed the design as it emerged and 
developed, causing a concession of narrative driven 
actions which fused domesticity with indeterminacy.

Using the robotic-arm as a didactic drawing 
instrument allowed for a substantial degree of 
physical disconnect between the designer and the 
ideas being worked on, introducing an indeterminate 
form of autonomy into the fold of the design process. 
These composited images and robotic cursive 
translations conveyed a means of understanding 
how uncertainty can directly influence the designer 
and the content being developed, to simultaneously 
produce pleasurable and unexpected results.

The narrative approach to themes prevalent in 
Lee’s life provided a structure to link these into the 
interpretive programme for the house. Developing 
these ideas through continually changing methods, 
such as hand sketching and digital modeling helped 
open my perspective and further understanding 
about what was being worked on, avoiding the over-
immersion of technical processes involved with the 
robotic-arm such as scripting. The introduction of 
Lee’s (assumed) emotional state and behaviour 
during his incarceration situated intangible aspects 
in the design, serving to loosen the conventions of a 
more typical ‘comfortable’ environment, allowing the 
architecture to be conditioned around these series 
of ‘loaded’ actions, creating spaces which promote 
an open interpretation use of the building. This 
approach of thinking about the programme on more 
open terms allowed an alternative way of addressing 
the uncertain nature of occupation, including 
qualities which are immeasurable which make up 
an engaging and compelling part of our lives. The 
inextricably linked contingent design methods 
employed and their resultant architectural language 
from this experimental phase are further expanded 
to explore unknown territories and conditions in 
the final design phase, in turn attempting to infect a 
larger cultural realm through architecture.
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158. East Elevation 
at Dusk
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159. Photogrammetric 
Scanning 

Complex iterative sketch 
models were 3d scanned 

to translate into a digital 
model. Inaccuracy in this 

technology embodied 
indeterminate ‘slippages’, 
which were extrapolated 

into the design. 
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The third design phase coalesced in a concatenation of detached 
lodge retreats. These were designed through a series of experiments 
interrogating the contentious sociopolitical history of Matiu/Somes 
Island. The project aimed to use the island’s semi-isolated locality 
to support an alternative infrastructure of shelters which embody 
indeterminate conditions. The interventions proposed expose the public 
to environments that provoke an interpretative response from the user 
to have a more engaged relationship with their surroundings.

VERBOTEN ISLAND
•	 Aim

•	 Method

•	 Site

•	 Programme

•	 Process

•	 Retreat	Lodging

•	 Reflection

161. Detail of Lodge Six

OPPOSITE:
160. Newspaper article condemning the 
release of internees back into Wellington 

New Zealand Truth, 1946 
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AIM

This design phase sought to investigate the principal 
proposition of this thesis: how might contingent 
design techniques inform indeterminate conditions 
in architecture. The aim, following on from the 
preceding experiments, was to maintain a mode 
of contingency in the design process to not let the 
design ‘settle’ too quickly, and to keep unknown 
conditions in play. The premise is to compel the users 
of the architecture to have an active presence by being 
prompted by the uncertain conditions.

METHOD

The final series of design experiments applied the 
methods that are outlined in the introduction. Ideas 
developed through particular methods used in design 
phases one and two were referenced and elaborated 
on, while further methods were introduced to add 
more conceptual depth, such as Computer-Numeric-
Controlled (CNC) drawing and photogrammetry. 
The technique of ‘gestural interpretation’ was 
implemented, that involved studying photographs 
of internees taken while they were incarcerated on 
Matiu/Somes Island during the same era as the 
previous chapter. Other varying methods were also 
implemented that considered the social history, while 
providing thematic content to use in experiments.

Digital and physical modeling was carried out 
in parallel, to develop the architectural language 
synthesized from the preceding experiments. 
Photogrammetry provided a translated mode of 
uncertainty through the process, due to the inherent 
inaccuracy present when complex physical models are 
three dimensionally scanned, essentially holding the 
design from channelling towards a complete state 
too quickly, so that the indeterminate conditions in 
its production are not diminished.
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162. CNC Machine Drawing of Matiu/Somes Island
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SITE

The site is located on the eastern facing slopes 
of Matiu/Somes Island, orientated towards 
Petone, Wellington. This area was selected for its 
topographical enclosure from Wellington City, 
as well as for its accessibility to the shore by boat. 
Being sheltered from the severe southerly storms, 
this is where the existing wharves are located on the 
island. To introduce an indeterminate set of variables, 
particular design methods were employed relating to 
the topography of the site and allied to an automated 
drawing technique.

163. Aerial View of Matiu/Somes Island 
Displaying area selected for retreat 

lodging interventions.

N

100m0
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COMPUTER-NUMERIC-CONTROLLED 
DRAWINGS

Site contours were ascertained for Matiu/Somes and 
Nga Mokopuna Islands, the respective line spacings 
representing a one meter level rise. This digital 
drawing file was then fed into a large Computer-
Numeric-Controlled machine, with a fine point 
marker pen set in the router head. The machine 
performed the algorithms executed by its coding. 
The scale was set at 1:1000, with the machine 
being manually calibrated by a technician. While 
observing the machine operate I noticed ‘slippages’ 
in the process – the pen lifted and jumped slightly at 
points on the drawing producing unintended dashed 
lines. This produced lighter areas on the drawing, 
consequently acting as aleatoric fields to position 
interventions.

164. CNC Machine Site Drawing
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167. 

165. 166. 

168. 169. 

170. 

165. Site Contours, Detail
166. Site Contours, Detail Displaying ‘slippage’ area on drawing.
167., 168., 169. Drawing Process, Detail
170. Site Drawing, Perspective
Lighter dashed areas on the drawing presented moments of ‘slippage’ where the machine (for varying 
reasons, such as machine wear and pen-surface friction) drew inaccurately, creating indeterminate 
conditions in the drawing.
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171. Indeterminate Co-ordinates
CNC site drawing with interventions plotted over 
aleatoric ‘slippage’ areas.
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ALEATORIC FIELDS

The ‘slippages’ in the CNC drawings were treated as 
a type of aleatoric coding of zones, where prospective 
architectural interventions were positioned. Visual 
connections between the plotted site coordinates 
create cohesion in the layout of the lodges and jetty, 
these connections inform each shelter’s orientation 
in the aleatoric field. The majority of the lodges have 
been clustered around the southern and northern 
points of the island, where the ‘verboten’ areas 
assigned by the internment camp lieutenant once lay.
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PROGRAMME

Historically, Matiu/Somes Island has been utilized for 
its substantially isolated proximity from the greater 
region of Wellington and its public population. The 
island has facilitated a multitude of programmes 
over its history, for the most part - defence through 
operations of control. In later years, after ongoing 
pressure from the public to utilise the island, access 
was granted by the government, assigning the 
Department of Conservation to manage the island. 
This is a far cry from the islands’ bleak history, 
although a prevalent element of control remains 
on the island, with its now redundant quarantine 
buildings, which offer little heritage value due to 
their uniformity. 

The resultant current environment created by these 
restrictive conditions causes the public to have a 
partial, disengaged and passive relationship with the 
island. The primary programme for this intervention 
was to facilitate new architectural territories to 
allow the users to better experience natural and 
built environments in an open-ended way, on their 
own terms. The design opened new hierarchies of 
interpretation, to provide a means of retreat to a 
world less known and constricted, to give users the 
opportunity to inhabit them as they wish.

172. Internment Camp circa 1930
173. Remaining Internment Camp and Quarantine Buildings 2016 

Comparative photographs taken from a similar location on the 
island. In Figure 172. the summit hill was steeper, 17 metres of 

earth was removed to install the World War Two gun emplace-
ments in 1940. Figure 173 displays the mixture of left over 

postwar and quarantine buildings.

172.

173.
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174. Internees under the watch of guards on 
Matiu/Somes Island during World War I

 circa 1916
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INTRODUCING THE DESIGN

The architecture was conceived in response to the 
preceding experimentations in a series of detached 
public lodge retreats that stretch from the southern 
up to the northern tip of Matiu/Somes Island, 
interconnected by an elevated boardwalk and 
redesigned wharf. The connective boardwalk allows 
public access to all of the lodgings, while keeping 
the circulation separate from the existing island’s 
popular walking track. The retreats’ open programmes 
invite the public to take individual, active control 
of the inherent contingent spatial elements of 
the architecture, in turn fostering indeterminate 
conditions.
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175. Public Retreat Lodging 
1:750 Conceptual site model 
displaying locations of lodges 

and jetty.
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PROCESS
•	 Conceptualization

•	 Cable	Towers

•	 Gestural	Interpretation

•	 Indexical	Folding

•	 Design	Development

•	 Active	Spatial	Contextualization

CONCEPTUALIZATION

A number of conceptual schemes were investigated 
to initialize the design process, informed by ideas 
developed in previous experiments, such as the 
historic narrative and the island’s relative isolation. 
The island’s steep topography, with an abundance of 
flora and fauna was also considered. It was decided 
that shelters were to be detached and spread, with 
separate elevated circulation for the users.

176. Preliminary Sketches 
Many conceptual iterations derived from the preceding experiments were investigated in designing 
the infrastructure for the public retreats.
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177. Preliminary Sketches
The idea of suspended towers was developed due to its appropriateness to the site. Many 
of the lodge sites were on steep hills and amongst dense forest, therefore raised stilt-post 

floors were used to elevate the shelters above the tree line, and to cause a lower impact on 
the natural environment and the public using it.  
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CABLE TOWERS

This preliminary concept took the refractive planar 
folding technique (explained in Experiment Phase 
2) to essentially bend and fold spatial volumes into 
one-another. The shelters were elevated three to six 
meters above ground to rise just above the trees, with 
a cable pulley system attached to each lodge to carry 
users between lodges. The cable system routes into 
a central mechanized exchange, with the gondolas 
being detached by a large robotic machine, which 
reattaches the gondola onto the desired lodge line. 
The idea of the cable pulley was adopted from a much 
simpler system that was actually used to transport 
food to Kim Lee while he was quarantined on Nga 
Mokopuna Island.

178. Development Sketches 
The refracted planar surfaces were developed as an interconnected 

series of panels which envelop the building. These panels are fixed to a 
structural frame and mounted on top of a double-tube shaped  concrete 

foundation (Fig. 179). The tubes are hollow for vertical circulation.
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179. Perspective From the south, along the water edge. 
180. Perspective From the north, along the ridge.
181. Perspective From the south, towards the summit.

179. 

180. 181. 
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182. Site Plan

183. East Elevation

The Cable Tower design iterations were developed to a point, until the design was eventually 
discontinued. This point of departure was due to the outcome becoming overly determinate and 
directive, which began to diminish indeterminate conditions in the architecture.

N

100m0

100m0
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186. Perspective From the south at mid station.

184. Perspective From southwest.

185. Perspective From the south.
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GESTURAL INTERPRETATION 

Historic photographs from the National Public 
Library archive of Matiu/Somes Island during the 
time it was used as an internment camp were collected 
and examined, many of which contained internees 
carrying out forced labour on the island. The gestures 
and postures of the internees were extrapolated to 
generate abstract forms. These physical models were 
then translated digitally, and tested iteratively to tease 
out contingent qualities.

188. Gestural Interpretation Process 
Involving the interpretation of the body language of internees from old 
photographs. Shifting between working in two-dimensions and three-

dimensions, also analogue and digital, content was extrapolated into form.

187. Sketch of Internees
To study body gestures from 

Figure 194.
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189. 190. 191. 

192. 193. 

194. 195. 196. 

189. Working group 1914. Curiosity, surprise and pride.
190. Working on crops 1914. Fatigue, apathy and exhaustion. 
191. German internees working out 1916. Hope and resistance.
192. Internees on monitored walk 1915. Acquiesce.

193. Organised athletic event 1916. Interest, enjoyment and camaraderie.
194. German soldiers in formation 1917. Pride, resentment, and frustration.
195. Crafting work 1916. Engaged, and calm.
196. Internees working on track 1914. Anger and exhaustion.

Stories and meaning were extracted through my own interpretation of the archival  images 
(above). The individuals emotions were interpreted through their body language and facial 
expressions in the context of the photograph scene was that was being examined.
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197. German prisoners of war 1917. Disgruntled. ABOVE TOP:
198. Process Sketch Gestural interpretation and abstraction.

ABOVE BOTTOM:
199. Two-dimensional Abstraction Translated into projected 

gestures.
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ABOVE TOP:
200. Digital Modelling Iterative development of abstracted forms.

ABOVE BOTTOM:
201. Projected Two-dimensional Abstractions

ABOVE MIDDLE:
203. Sketch Model Models assembled together.

ABOVE BOTTOM:
204. Sketch Models

Abstracted plans further extrapolated through subtractive hand modelling.

BELOW:
202. Three-dimensional Print Hand models translated into digital and 3d printed.
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INDEXICAL FOLDING

The technique of folding was revisited from earlier 
experiments, however, instead of folding the picture 
plane, folding was employed to fold space and 
geometric contingencies from the indexical narrative. 
These latent geometric configurations, derived from 
the gestural interpretation method, were destabilized 
and reoriented through iterative folding. This 
technique also better allowed the forms to open 
out to share spatial thresholds with the natural site 
conditions.

ABOVE TOP:
205. Unfolded Model Form was unfolded using digital software.

ABOVE BOTTOM:
206. Abstracted Gestural Models
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ABOVE TOP:
207. Conceptual Models Unfolded card models reformed by aleatoric means.

ABOVE BOTTOM:
208. Modelling Process Unfolded models cut out of cardboard.

ABOVE TOP:
209. Retreat Lodge Six, Development Sketch

ABOVE BOTTOM:
210. Conceptual Model, Retreat Lodge Six Positioned in site context.
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211. Folding Content and Form
The drawings of the two-dimensional abstracted models were joined together and 
drawn to create a reflective visual commentary of the process. Kulper’s content to 
form method was used here to examine how the historic site content was transformed 
and articulated. The red lines depict the content ‘leeching’ through process and 
developing into form.
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DESIGN DEVELOPMENT

The design was developed through the iterative 
testing of physical model making, which was then 
modeled digitally to detail at varying scales. Models 
were constructed at 1:100 of the individual lodges, 
and of the two islands at 1:750. The individual lodge 
models tested the relationship between the user, 
architecture and the direct natural environment, and 
how this condition opened a dialogue to support 
uncertain territories. The larger scale model gave an 
overview of the relationships between the shelters 
and how they fit into the landscape.

ABOVE RIGHT:
213. ‘Making’ Process

ABOVE LEFT:
212. Photographing Models

BELOW:
214. Conceptual Model Displaying 

public retreat lodge locations.
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215. Conceptual Sketch Models Study of light and scale.
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216. Conceptual Sketch Models
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ABOVE BOTTOM:
217. Conceptual Site Model Showing site locations of Lodges 
One, Two, and Three to the south. Lodges Four and Five are in 
the foreground.

ABOVE TOP:
218. Site Plan Displaying Lodges Four, Five and Jetty.

ABOVE BOTTOM:
219. Concept Model, Lodge Four, South Elevation
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ABOVE TOP:
220. Lodge Four, Perspective from the North

ABOVE BOTTOM:
221. Lodge Four, South Elevation

ABOVE BOTTOM:
222. Lodge Four, Detail

ABOVE BOTTOM:
223. Lodge Four, Detail
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ABOVE BOTTOM:
225. Lodge Six, East Perspective 

ABOVE TOP:
224. Lodge Six, West Elevation

ABOVE TOP:
226. Lodge Six, West Elevation

ABOVE TOP:
227. Lodge Six, Detail
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ABOVE TOP:
228. Site Plan Displaying Jetty, Lodge Six and Kim Lee’s Memorial 
House.

ABOVE BOTTOM:
229. Front Elevation, Lodge Six ABOVE BOTTOM:

230. Preliminary Sketch Models
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ACTIVE SPATIAL CONTEXTUALIZATION

The construction of a prescribed programme for 
the public retreat lodges was avoided, instead the 
objective was to design spaces which supported new 
relationships and hierarchies. The lodges contain 
open plans with shifting grids and planes, creating 
discrete spatial volumes for the public to engage 
with on their own terms. These spatial shifts promote 
activation through the architecture, intended to be 
suggestive, supportive and provocative. Like that of 
Kim Lee’s Memorial House, circulation space has 
not been employed, rather each lodge has a uniquely 
shaped volume that contains varying organizational 
logic, informed by scale, proximity, size, juxtaposition 
and proportion.

232. Lodge Four, Detail

231. Section Sketch 
Exploring how oblique surfaces 
effect spatial conditions and 
inhabitation.
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450mm

450mm

450mm

450mm

450mm

450mm

900mm

1100mm

1100mm

300mm

300mm

800mm

800mm

300mm

233. Spatial Context Diagram 
Displaying how oblique surface angles of floors and walls can potentially 
accommodate various interpretive functional uses.
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PUBLIC LODGING RETREATS

The final design is a series of shelters designed into 
the accessible yet isolated Matiu/Somes and Nga 
Mokopuna Islands, providing a public retreat to 
Wellington residents and tourists that allow the 
users to open-up to an unknown world. The scattered 
layout of the lodges departs from any typology linked 
to a rigid grid system, instead an aleatoric field fuses 
with the hilly landscape, configuring differentiated 
vantage points with varied topology. 

The results from the preceding design experiments 
were developed while analysing their architectural 
content, subsequently tacit knowledge about the 
indeterminate conditions in the architecture was 
gained, to provide insight into how architecture can 
activate and enrich the users’ phenomenal experience 
through occupation.

The walking platform between the shelters serves to 
traverse the steep hills and cliffs, while connecting 
the island’s natural environment with the lodges. 
There is an inherent dialogue between the retreats 
that portrays the entrenched uncertainty that 
Matiu/Somes and Nga Mokopuna islands hold. The 
following images and drawings represent the design 
of the lodging retreats.

234. Walking Platform, Plan View
Walkway between retreats, that 
meanders through the forest 
creating unique vantage points 
when moving between lodges.
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152 235. Site Plan, Public Retreat Lodges
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236. Lodge One, Floor Plan 

OPPOSITE:
237. Lodge One, Longitudinal 

Section

N

5m0

1. Eating
2. Sleeping
3. Urinating/

Defecating

4. Bathing
5. Meeting
6. Work
7. Reading

8. Meditating
9. Reflecting
10. Art/Craft
11. Music

12. Sewing
13. Games
14. Singing
15. Dancing

16. Exercise
17. Yoga
18. Playing
19. Unknown

KEY:

Note:	Programme	is	suggestive,	as	opposed	to	prescriptive.	
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238. Lodge Two,
Floor Plan

1. Eating
2. Sleeping
3. Urinating/

Defecating
4. Bathing
5. Meeting
6. Work

7. Reading
8. Meditating
9. Reflecting
10. Art/Craft
11. Music
12. Sewing
13. Games

14. Singing
15. Dancing
16. Exercise
17. Yoga
18. Playing
19. Unknown

KEY:

Note:	Programme	is	suggestive,	as	opposed	to	prescriptive.	
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239. Lodge Two,
Longitudinal Section
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240. Perspective
From the north 
showing Retreat 
Lodges (from left to 
right) One, Two, and 
Three.
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241. Lodge Three,
 Floor Plan

1. Eating
2. Sleeping
3. Urinating/

Defecating
4. Bathing
5. Meeting
6. Work

7. Reading
8. Meditating
9. Reflecting
10. Art/Craft
11. Music
12. Sewing
13. Games

14. Singing
15. Dancing
16. Exercise
17. Yoga
18. Playing
19. Unknown

KEY:

Note:	Programme	is	suggestive,	as	opposed	to	prescriptive.	
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242. Lodge Three, 
Transverse Section 

5m

0
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243. Perspective 
From the south 

showing (from left to 
right) Retreat Lodges 
One, Two and Three.
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244. Floor Plan, 
Lodge Four

1. Eating
2. Sleeping
3. Urinating/

Defecating
4. Bathing
5. Meeting
6. Work

7. Reading
8. Meditating
9. Reflecting
10. Art/Craft
11. Music
12. Sewing
13. Games

14. Singing
15. Dancing
16. Exercise
17. Yoga
18. Playing
19. Unknown

KEY:

Note:	Programme	is	suggestive,	as	opposed	to	prescriptive.	
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Main	Deck
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245. Lodge Four, 
Longitudinal Section

5m
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246. Perspective, 
Retreat Lodge Four 
From the north.
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1. Reception
2. Bio-security 

Screening
3. Eating
4. Meeting
5. Playing
6. Unknown

KEY:

5m0

Jetty Terminal

Jetty

Boardwalk
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247. Jetty and Terminal 
Building, Floor Plan

Crane

4.

4.

6.
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248. Longitudinal 
Section, Jetty and 
Terminal

0

5m
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249. Perspective, 
Jetty and Terminal 

From the south.
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250. Lodge Five, 
Floor Plan
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1. Eating
2. Sleeping
3. Urinating/

Defecating
4. Bathing
5. Meeting
6. Work

7. Reading
8. Meditating
9. Reflecting
10. Art/Craft
11. Music
12. Sewing
13. Games

14. Singing
15. Dancing
16. Exercise
17. Yoga
18. Playing
19. Unknown

KEY:

Note:	Programme	is	suggestive,	as	opposed	to	prescriptive.	
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251. Lodge Five, 
Longitudinal 

Section
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252. Perspective, 
Lodge Five 
From the south.
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253. Floor Plan, 
Lodge Six

1. Eating
2. Sleeping
3. Urinating/

Defecating
4. Bathing
5. Meeting
6. Work

7. Reading
8. Meditating
9. Reflecting
10. Art/Craft
11. Music
12. Sewing
13. Games

14. Singing
15. Dancing
16. Exercise
17. Yoga
18. Playing
19. Unknown

KEY:

Note:	Programme	is	suggestive,	as	opposed	to	prescriptive.	
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254. Longitudinal 
Section, Lodge Six
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255. Perspective, 
Lodge Six 

With Lodge Five in 
the background to 

the south.
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REFLECTION

The speculative design of the retreat lodging 
attempts to challenge one to discover, rather than 
having the comfort of knowing what lies ahead, in 
turn keeping us alive and engaged in the world. As 
the design developed, so did my engagement with 
the indeterminate ideology in the design process 
and the final outcome. The contingent techniques 
used in the experiments were pleasurable, however 
frustrating at times, this reoccurring dichotomy was 
found in my own thinking and others during the 
review for this final project. Somewhere in-between 
this pleasure and frustration of trying to understand 
the indeterminate condition, there was a poignant 
interest and scepticism that internally drove the 
research, to modestly touch on the larger cultural 
sphere of architecture.

The shelters represent being receivers of ideas, like the 
proverbial picture plane, they perform as an agent of 
appropriation. As the island is a popular destination 
for the public and tourists, it was important to design 
an infrastructure which was sympathetic to its 
surroundings, not hindering the walking tracks and 
viewpoints, instead devising a way of using the steep 
non-accessible areas which face directly towards the 
water’s edge. The design operates as an impetus into 
the uncertain sociopolitical conditions fraught on 
Matiu/Somes Island, manifested and embodied into 
the public retreat lodging through contingent design 
techniques.

Using the method of hand modelling allowed tactile 
contact with the media and ideas being developed 
throughout the various experiments. The transition 
of the physical card models into the digital form 
presented challenges technically, which were 

subsequently worked through, although some of 
these misalignments were embraced in the design 
to add to the indeterminate conditions in the final 
outcome. 

The folded forms and volumes of the retreat lodges 
were also informed by the narrative of the internees 
who occupied the island. These narratives, which 
were woven through the island’s history, presented 
a rich framework and driver for contingent ideas. 
However, the inconsistent documentation of the 
island’s gloomy history, allowed for speculated 
investigative shifts which activated the unknown 
conditions in the design. Creating a self-contained 
isolated microcosm and elevating the buildings and 
their connective infrastructure offers the public 
unique spatial conditions, provoking them to learn 
about the architecture and perhaps even themselves.

The intrepid natural environment and the 
indeterminately designed environment are both 
conditions that are supported in this design. It 
does not predict or prescribe how the spaces will 
be occupied, instead it implicates the users into a 
contingent realm by provoking engagement with 
the architecture, allowing them to make their own 
interpretation of the assemblies of space. However, 
this open programme approach of interpretive 
occupation would be highly complex logistically 
at this large scale, therefore the design is more 
suggestive and indicative in nature and scope. If the 
research was to be continued,  more investigation into 
how these openly programmed shelters may function 
could be further speculated on and/or tested.

OPPOSITE:
256. Retreat Lodging Walking Platform
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Design Work

Shed 6, Wellington
2016
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The literary context provided a framework 
for understanding the philosophical nature of 
indeterminacy and its application to the process 
of design and inhabitation of the emergent spatial 
conditions. This framework generated questions 
about how indeterminate conditions are made 
possible, such as: how can the design process use 
the contingency of varied techniques to enhance 
what/when/how the creation is being worked on? 
can programme be open to uncertainty? and how 
does this research into the indeterminate condition 
contribute to the cultural realm of architecture? 

These enquiries were then directed towards four case 
studies to help develop a position for strategizing 
the implementation of such techniques, concepts and 
spatial conditions. The design experiments were not 
entirely site specific, although historic sociopolitical 
content was used from Matiu/Somes and Nga 
Mokopuna Islands – instead the designs were vehicles 
for testing how unknown architectural conditions 
might perform. The first experimentation phase was 
an installation that addressed the question of how 
to implicate the author in the architecture while 
in the moment of design. The experiment offered 
informative insights into how space is perceived in 
the mind, in a particular, immediate spatial position. 
The second experimentation phase used automative 
drawing techniques with the narrative of Kim Lee’s 
life on Matiu/Somes and Nga Mokopuna Islands. 
This research was used to extrapolate a condensed 
functional compendium, which informed speculative 
actions that transitioned into a house memorializing 

Lee. This project presented architecture that takes 
its meaning from occupation, which was developed 
through contingent drawing techniques. Finally 
the third experimentation phase explored how 
architecture can support and nurture an indeterminate 
condition, which is pleasurable for the user through 
its active engagement. The third design stage 
brought together the ideas and thematics developed 
from earlier iterative experiments, resulting in the 
public retreat lodges. These were designed to up-
end traditional ideas of programme and open the 
user up to the potential of active exploration in the 
occupation of the architecture. The final design is 
intended to be a model that is open to interpretation, 
in turn inviting the users to experience conditions of 
indeterminacy through architectural form.

CRITICAL REFLECTION

This research encompassed a large range of 
discoveries that emerged through unfamiliar 
design techniques into heterogeneous ideas. Most 
significantly, it presented the value of a condition 
that intertwines journey with destination, provoking 
critical engagement with the design process. The 
research revealed many paradoxical instances, which 
created more curiosity that operated in parallel with 
the sublime nature of the process, creating an impetus 
for the body of work.  

A principal criticism of the research process was when 
they became substantially time consuming, which 
increased the personal investment and expectations 

SUMMARY

CONCLUSION
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of the resultant outcomes. This meant that, when 
initial outcomes did not seem substantive, the 
experiment was sometimes prematurely terminated 
and used as a point of departure. In retrospect, further 
critical experimentation of experiments that didn’t 
initially yield expectant results could have been 
further pursued, with parallel experiments adding 
contingency through co-presence of lateral ideas.

Tacit understandings of the experiments were 
gained and described in the staged critiques, 
although this pressure to consolidate and explain 
the tacit knowledge while ongoing experiments 
were continually in action proved difficult. However, 
even though this traditional critique process was 
somewhat subversive towards the implicit and 
emergent nature of the research I was working on (it 
could not be easily explained since its trajectory was 
indeterminate), taking the author out of the picture 
and receiving different external interpretations on 
the projects caused the research to take on further 
contingency. 

At times frustration set in when carrying out 
experiments that were highly paradoxical, although 
in this unstable condition (inherent in this uncertain 
process), ideas tended to be emergent rather than 
resolved. This meant that duration played an 
important role in how the research was carried out 
and which direction it went in. It was discovered that, 
when working with latent structures of ideas and 
attempting to lead them literally into physical form, 
sometimes the design process tended to resist them. 

A key learning was that form may reveal itself more 
by investigating the relationship between things.

A more comprehensive deconstruction of programme 
and architectural conventions would have helped 
to further probe the role that phenomenological 
engagement has with how architecture can support 
unknown conditions. The idea of the public 
experiencing the lodging in a collective manner 
(in groups) was not considered. The unanswered 
questions and interest in pursuing answers to this 
indeterminate paradigm, operates as an agent to pry 
open what is architecturally possible.

CONCLUDING COMMENTS

Architecture’s large cross-disciplinary scope means 
that it is loaded with contingencies. Understanding 
these latent aspects of the discipline through 
questioning, revealing and speculating on the 
articulation of ideas into form through varying 
techniques, offers significant findings which extend 
architectural knowledge. The design outcomes 
constructed in this thesis display a search for 
alternative means of engagement, by highlighting 
the design process and bringing indeterminate 
conditions into the realm of the comprehensible. 
This phenomenal relationship opens a critical 
platform to assess design ideas and how they relate 
to inhabitation. 
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258. Site Plan, Verboten Island
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